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imphis City Officials Take Oath Of Office
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NEW SCHOOL BOARD PREXY
Taking oath of office of president of the Memphis (1,
4
School Board, at right, is Hugh Bosworth, with Mayor William B. Ingram, Jr., administering the rites. Bosworth
succeeds William D. Galbreath, who resigned, to the post.
(Withers Photo)

•

FROM JUDGE TO MAYOR

COMMISSIONERS t KE OATH

Being sworn in on New l'ear's Day as commissioners for
the City of Memphis for the next four years are two veterans and two freshman city officials. From left are James
W. Moore, Commissioner of Finances and Institutions;
Hunter Lane, Jr., Commissioner of Public Service: T E.

"Pete" Sission, Commissioner of Public Works, and Claude
N. Armour, vice mayor anti Commissioner of Fire and
Police. Commissioners Lane and Sisson are newcomers to
the ranks. Withers Photo)

Taking the oath of office which carried him front judge
in traffic court to mayor of the City of Memphis, William
B. Ingram, Jr.. left, takes oath of office from Hickman
Ewing, county court clerk. The new mayor defeated Commissioner William Farris in race for office. (Withers Photo)
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Merchants Who Advertise In The TRI-STATE DEFENDER Are Telling You They
Appreciate Doing Business With You. Patronize Them.
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Burglars should keep away
irom Jones Barbecue cafe at
610 Life, just off Thomas.
Augusta Jones, the 55-yearold owner, shoots first and
asks questions later—maybe.
Two burglars have entered
the establishment within the
last nine months, and both
have received the same kind
of reception.
The latest victim of the cafe
oprietor is Roy James ThrelId of 5136 Highwae,.
orth, who is recovering from
shotgun wounds in his arms
and side in john Gaston hospi-
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A Friend To The End,
But He Caused Death

'Barbecue Man'Shoots
Youth During Breakin
to do him some harm."
Mrs. Jones said ,that after
the shot was fired, the youth
raced out of the cafe with her
husband in pursuit. The youth
raced out of sight almost im..
mediately.
A short while later Threlheld, who is 17, was arrested
at the home of an aunt when
police were called. He admitted that he had gotten the
wounds while inside the bar-

Jones went to the hospital
to. identify the youth, but
could not remember having
seen him in his place before.
During the earlier break-in
Mrs. Jones told the TriState Defender that she awak- last March, a man broke into
ened her husband early Thurs- the cafe and was almost in
day morning after she heard the same position as Threlheld
someone break into a shed was when Jones filed on him
where they kept empty bottles. with a pistol.
A short time later, she said, "My husband fired three
the person pried open a side shots with a pistol then," Mrs.
door and entered the kitchen. Jones said,"but we only found
one bullet in the place afterNO WARNING
"When he got along side the ward."
She said that they could not
stove," she said, "my husband
opened fire. He didn't say any- swear that the burglar was
thing to the man, because he hit, since they did not see any
believes that anyone who blood at the scene and he
breaks into a place is ready vanished.

'Operation Freedom' Reelects
etroit Pastor President
CINCINNATI, Ohio — The have the dramatic appeal that
Rev. Clarence T. R. Nelson, sit-ins and other demonstraneed
pastor of the Scott Memorial tions may have, but the
people
Methodist church, Detroit, for funds to help the
Mississippi,
Mich., was reelected national in Tennessee and
exercise
diairman of "Operation Free- who are seeking to
to
dom," in the annual meeting their constitutional rights
register and vote, is "very
here recently.
great."
Operation Freedom, is a
Individuals and organizanon-profit charitable organizations desiring to contribute to
tion incorporated by the state
Operation Freedom may do so
of Ohio that was organized in
by addressing inquiries a n d
1961 to raise money to help
contributions to OPERATION
Negroes in Haywood a n d
FREEDOM, Rev. Maurice F.
Fayette counties in Tennessee McCrackin, 932 Dayton St.
who were being boycotted and
Cincinnati 14, Ohio. Contribuharassed because of their attions to Operation Freedom
tempts to ',lister to vote.
are tax-exempt.
According to the report of
the treasurer, the Rev. Maurice McCrackin, more than
3150,000 have been raised and
disbursed in loans, grants and
gifts to the victims of voter
registration. In November in
1962, Operation Freedom exnded its assistance to Neroes in 18 counties in MisApplications are now being
sissippi, w h o were suffering
Federal
f •om similar tactics because of accepted for the 1964
Examination,
their efforts to register to Service Entrance
announced the U. S. Civil
vote.
Service Commission.
The funds disbursed by
This examination, open to
Operation Freedom have helpseniors and graduates
college
ed families in various ways
of major study, as
regardless
such as furnishing "r u n
as to persons who with
well
money" (to support the family
equivalent experience, offers
while snaking acrop); paying
opportunity to begin a caoff morti,ages on farming im- the
reer in the Federal service in
homes.
plements, etc; building
one of 60 occupational fields.
Operation Freedom has also
positions are located in
given assistance to at least two These Federal agencies both
white families that were forc- various
Washington, D. C. and
ed out of business because in
throughout the United States.
they helped victims of the
Starting salaries will be
economic boycott.
$4,690 and 65,795 a year. A
According to Dr. Nelson, the written test is required exmoney that has been raised by cept for those candidates who
Operation Freedom has been have attained a sufficiently
liven by poor people from sev- high score on the Graduate
eral states in the nation, for Record Examination Aptitude
the most part. The work of
See DEADLINE, Page 2
Operation Freedom does n o t
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UNCF RECEIVES $150,000
A check for $150.000 from the Esso Education Foundation to the United Negro ('ollege Fund is in the envelope held by Robert
0. Goody koontz. right, vice president of
the Eastern Esso Region of humble Oil &
Refining company. The check includes the
first of four annual contributions of $100.000 each which the Foundation has
pledged to UNCF's nation-wide Development Fund campaign for $50 million, plus
a $50,000 contribution toward current expenses of the College Fund's member
schools during,the 1963-64 academic year.
Above, William J. Trent. Jr., left, executive
director, reviews the progress of UNCF

Voting Is Key
For NAACP In
'64--Wilkins

Isaac Smith. 49 - year - old neral Home to get one.
mechanic, raced two blocks to "He stayed with him all the
get an ambulance for Robert way," Grimes said, "and helpNEW YORK N. Y. — For
Williamson of 1180 Springdale ed put him in the ambulance.
last Wednesday after he stab- He rode on to the hospital and the NAACP "the most imporwhen tant basic task of 1964 is putbed his fellow worker in the was at Williamson's side
ting names on the voting
chest, but it was too late. Wil- he was arrested."
Smith, a bachelor, lived at books," Roy Wilkins, the asliamson died in John Gaston
has
2962 Mount Olive. He
sociation's executive secretary,
hospital a few hours later.
asserts in a memorandum disJohn E. Grimes, owner of been charged with murder.
had
wife
his
and
patched to all state and local
Grimes Garage at 2996 Chel- The victim
....be
eight
about
for
NAACP units • throughout the
sea, where the two men work- been separated
months.
country.
ed, said the two men had been
Funeral
Patterson
0.
J.
friends for several years. "I
Every unit of the NAACP
lieve It most haw been art- Home is in charge of arrange. is called upon to begin its
ts.
men
accident."
registration campaign now,
Capt. E. C. Swann, head of
said Wilkins.
DepartPolice
the Memphis
, Politicians pay close attenment's Homicide division, said
tion to a change in registraarguan
into
got
men
two
the
tion figures, said the memo,
into
came
Smith
after
ment
randum, sent out on Jan. 3.
campaigns of the last few years with Mr. the garage and kicked some!
You can influence voting recGoodykoontz just before the check
Members of the 13 o ston ords of congressmen, all of
automobile parts around while
presentation. The United Negro College
Williamson was working un- Street Social Club held their whom must be elected next
derneath a car.
annual holiday dinner at 733 November."
Fund was the largest recipient of money
said
NEAR THE HEART
Cella, and the hostess for the
Wilkins
in this year's program of the Esso EducaMoreover,
"After they argued a few affair was Mrs. Adel! Murphy "with a built up registration,
tion Foundation, which is supported by
minutes," Capt. Swann said, Some 38 guests were also pres- you will be ready next NoStandard Oil Company New Jersey) and
and ent with members for the tur- vember to campaign for the
six of its affiliates — including Humble "Smith pulled a knife
defeat of all those who vote
popped it into Williamson's key dinner.
Oil, chief operating affiliate of Jersey
The club's first regular meet- against the civil rights bill in
upper chest, near his heart."
Standard in the U, S. The Esso contribube
to
Grimes told the Tri - State ing of 1964 is slated
Congress."
tions to UNCF will help to meet both opDefender that Smith began held at the home of Mrs. E. While not neglecting the
Midland.
erating and capital expenses of the 32 coldialing for an ambulance after Scoot of 2659
South, the campaign will place
Mrs. 0. M. Hunt is president "special emphasis on the unlege and universities, with a combined en- stabbing the victim, then
London
J.
Mrs.
and
club,
the
of
memtwo
are
changed his mind and ran
der-registered northern cities
rollment of over 23,000, which
blocks to the Hollywood Fu- reporter.
and towns. There are at least
bers of the College Fund.
a half-million, perhaps even
—
a full million. Negro citizens
of voting age in the North
who are not registered," the
memorandum asserts.
The Wilkins' memorandum
points out, "we should multiply many times our 1963
total of 82,733 new registrants
bY NAACP workers. In addition, 108,313 persons were
qualified to register in Virginia alone by our drive to
have them pay their poll tax."

Feast For Guests

-

See VOTING, Page 2

Civil Service
Accepting Job
Applications

Deadline To File
For U.S. Jobs Is
Set For Jan. 16

"Theme Prize" winning float in the Pasadena Tournament or Roses Parade
New Year's day is pictured here with its queen, Brenda G. I oldish and her
is
eourt. Miss English Is shown up front, and on the left, behind her.
and At rear. Janet
Rosalind Mills. Up front on the right is Patricia Talley

Washington. The Centennial Rose Parade Committee. which is chaired by
Mr'. Gertrude Matson, mother of famed footballer 011ie Matson, is the first
Negro group to sponsor a float in the Pasadena Tournament of Roses parade. More than 99.000,009 SA thr annual event on television.

The Civil Service Commission has announced that applications are being accepted for
Typist and Stenographic positions. These positions are located in Memphis, Western
Tennessee, Northern Mississippi and Washington.
The Commission said that
the most urgent need for these
positions is in Washington.
Travel and transportation expenses to Washington may be
paid under certain conditions.
for appointees to the stenorapher positions pay $3,880 to
$4,215 per year.
Typist positions pay $3,620
to $3,880 per year and Stenographer positions positions pay
$3,880 to $4,215 per year.
Applications should be filed
with the Board of U.S. Civil
Service Examiners, Main Post
Office, Memphis, Tenn. Applications may he obtained from
the Main Postoffice or the
Board of U.S. Civil Examiners
at the Defense Depot Memphis, Airways Blvd., Memphis.
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Poet's Corner:
Dedicated To John F. Kennedy

SATURDAY, JANUARY.11, 19M

Suspect Local Frontiers Boycotted
Hold Annual
Arsonist In Dinner
For Boys Christmas
Church Fire
uying

•••

•
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Americans Walked Together At home and abroad far across
On a November day nineteen,
the sea
sixty-three
And the nations of the world
Lay the body of President,
came thither
Members of the Memphis
Mr. Kennedy.
To mourn our lost as we walkThe assassin, oh! a cruel feled together.
HOT SPRINGS, Ark..-- Ar- national club were lauded bY I
low
son is the suspected cause of Atty. Ben F. Hooks during a
Though sick at heart Ameri- He'll live throughout the ages, $500,000 fire here which gut- featured address before the
a
JACKSON, Miss. — Christcans walked together.
tho sleeping
ted the church pastored by the club's annual Toy-For-A-Boy mas 1963 will live long in the
We'll understand tomorrow
president of the local branch dinner, held at Bethel Presby- memory of
both the Negro and
How could true be—a man so
when dawn starts creeping of the NAACP.
terian church last Tuesday
white residents of this capital
fine
Our hearts will grow strong Report of a private invesof the hardcore segregationist
Who spoke he truth to all
and our tempers mellow
tigation initiated by trustees
Atty. Hooks told members State of Mississippi.
mankind
Ere we keep on walking to- of the historic Roanoke Bapof the club that they were to The Negro community was
He traveled around in all sorts
gether.
tist church, Whittington Avof weather
Editor's Note: The above enue at Ozark Street, indicates be congratulated for being 100 percent in its refusal to
But today he called Americans poem was composed by Mrs that the blaze that destroyed concerned enough about the patronize businesses.
together.
Katie M. Barris of West Mem- the interior of the edifice, Dec. boys of this community to
Negroes demonstrated to
phis, Ark. on Nov. 21, 1963 and 22, was intentionally started. sponsor a dinner for them each Jackson, and to the world, that
year.
This young man advocated dedicated to the memory of
The Rev. James Donald
they were willing to forgo the
liberty
he late John F. Kennedy.
The dinner is usually held traditional customs of buying
Rice is pastor of the 95-yearminister's
church.
old
a few days before Christmas and exchanging gifts, and decThe
militant efforts in his capacity but it was postponed until orating their homes with coloras NAACP head, in winning after Christmas because of in- ful lights and ornaments, as a
civil rights victories in the clement weather.
protest against being denied
first- class citiarea has made iim the target
Hooks went on to say, "Too their rights as
memory of the
of numerous threats upon his few
of us take time to give to zens and in
President Kennedy.
life and those of his family —
others. I cannot feel quite safe deaths of
the latest coming the night
Medgar Evers and the four
about the future until we find
before the fire.
children killed in the Birmore time to spend at such
The trustee's report found
mingham bombing.
things as this project you are
evidence of forced entry into
T h e Christmas "no-buy"
carrying out here. A time
the church t
campaign, which was origia, one of. the comes in our lives when
we
side doors
.r was dam(
nated and supported by local
aged in s'46 ta7 waY, the report should not only give of our units of the NAACP, proved to
said, that , it could not have substances but of ourselves." be . so successful that Mayor
been done by firemen.
"Most of our lives revolve Allen Thompson went on
Also, traces of some type of around ourselves, our family television to plead with the
highly inflammable chemical. and our own well being. To Negro community to end the
Armed with the private re- help or not to help a boy or boycott.
port, Rice and the trustees girl could well be to fail to Speaking as if violence
have asked the FBI to inves- help a youngster with the would erupt should some Netigate. The City Prosecutor has potential of a Charles Drew, groes decide to buck the boyindicated he will look into the a Jackie Robinson or a Leon- cott, Mayor Thompson said he
fire.
tyne Price. Too many of us do would "guarantee full police
not give because we are un- protection to persons wishing
able to give, but because we to buy at downtown business
•
are not properly motivated firms."
The mayor, as an added inor concerned."
ducement, announced plans for
(Continued thrum Page 11
Hooks urged the boys at- a "separate — but equal
JAMES W. TURNER. JR.
In another memorandum to tending the dinner to "burn iChristmas decorations contest.
all NAACP units, Wilkins calls midnight oil because the time The contest, consisting of a
for NAACP units pushing for will come when you will not Negro and white division, Ofcivil rights in the North and be judged by your color but fered identical prizes of $675
South, East and West, in by your ability."
in money and groceries to the
Washington and in state capiAmong the boys attending person with the best decoraMISS OWEN COLLEGE CROWNED
tills and city councils. He said the
dinner were
STOCKHOLM - (UPI) —
L. tims'
However, there were no tak- Heavyweight
miss Averette Johnson a sophomore is being crowned "We are working on lobs, Patterson, Ernest Anthony
Ray Patterson,
B. Payne,
housing,
LOUISVILLE,
schools,
due
- Miss Turner Wade. Junior bridesers
Negro
residents
among
process Jr.. Phillip Johnson,
the
"Miss Owen College" by Charles I.. Cabbage, president of
21-year-old brother of exEdward
of
law,
voting,
Jackson.
public
Michael
Instead,
those
*acornof
who
Webb, Paul Thomas,
the Student Council at the coronation held recently in
heavyweight champion Floyd DeVon DeJarnette Duncan, maid was Marsha Moorman.
modations and all variations
Littlejohn. Charles Peete Os- had to make purchases, went Patterson, was outpointed by daughter of LaVal T. Duncan, Ring bearer, Kenneth Wade
the college's gymnasium.
thereof."
car Sueing and Oliver Su'eing. on shopping trips to other Lasse Norling of Sweden in Sr., Mammoth Insurance Exe- and Flower girls, DeVon and
cutive, was married Dec. 27 Mary Ellen Dreher.
Other guests included J. A. cities or ordered what they eight rounds.
nredeedredhofursoem
s. out-of-state mail
Ushers were Eugene Donant,
at Our Merciful Savior church
Beauchamp, editor of the o
to James Walter Turner, Jr., Wilfrid Payne, Rudolph DavidMemphis World.
A drive through the Negro
son of Mr. and Mrs. J. T. son, Fred Fresh, Peter Ebbs,
President of the club, Rev, community found no yuletida
Turner, Sr. is Kentucky's out- Walter Jones and Walter Tyus.
James A. McDaniel mentioned ornaments gracing a N e g r o
standing Contractor - Builder. Out of town vests and rehow the club was founded by home. It was called a d a r k ! (coacaued From Page
1) Father E. Deedom Auston per- latives were Mr. and Mrs.
Nimrod Allen of Columbus, Christmas in Jackson.
formed the ceremony before a Moses McKisseck IV of InOhio, who was at the time the —
Test. Six tests have been
Church filled audience. The dianapolis; Mrs. Clyde Wm.
executive secretary of the
scheduled. The closing date is
bride's brother, Todd Duncan, Peter Hall and Mrs. Hugh PetUrban League Branch there.
April 14, 1964.
terson both of Detroit; Mrs.
was best man.
Management interns h i p s
Todd Duncan, Washington, D.
McDaniel went on to say,
A reception was held at The
with starting salaries of $5,795
C.; Mr. and Mrs. Walter ROI"I'm very proud of this phase
and $7,030 a year will also be Yearlings club house. Mrs. lings, Ft. Wayne; Miss Thomas
of the club's program."
The Walker Avenue School filled from this examination. Jane Hankins, Aunt of the
Clinton, Miss Marcia Lewi
Members presented gifts to .at 995 S. Lauderdale will hold An additional written test is bride, hosted the dinner.
and Ronald Peterson all
!its first PTA meeting of the required. Applicants for these
the boys.
The matron of honor was Cincinnati; Mrs. Evelyn Rabb,
lyear on Thursday night, Jan. positions must file by Jan. 16. Miss Silvia Robinson. Brides- Sacramento;
Dr. Maurice Rabb,
Among members attending 9, starting at 7:30 in the school
Further information about maids were Angela Bradby of Jr., Chicago; Mrs. Sarah Lee,
were J. A. Chandler, Dr. E. , auditorium,
the positions, and instructions Detroit; Patricia Beckett; Lola New York; Reverend R. E.
Frank White, E. B. Payne, Sr..
The highlight of the meeting on how to apply are given in Rollerson of New York City; Hood and
X. L. Cony. 4 in Floor, w.T
S2695
Robert Landrum
Thaddeus T. Stokes, Henry will be an address
by the Civil Service Announcement. Patricia Dungy of Dayton; both of Chicago an
d Mrs.
' White, H. E. Caldwell and principal, Charles
J.
PatterRomona
No.
311.
McGavock of Peoria; Georgia Mattingly Morehead
The' announcement
A Dr., H. T., R. II., W T
L. H. Boyce.
son, Jr., on the subject: Imay be obtained from A. C. Precillia Kinslow and Barbara of St. Paul.
C
A uotnoym
.,a tRi.c
A
TL:rteosRed .& White
"Achievement and Pupil Prog- Elam located at Civil Service
MERCURY
ress."
Office, Room 37, Post Office
•
' Mrs. Valerie Fifer, PTA Bldg., Memphis, college place, president, will preside during ment offices, Civil Service'14t
4 Dr., Sedan, R. H., W T
the meeting.
Regional Offices, or from the
Music will be furnished by U. S. Civil Service CommisFairlane Sedan, R. H. Aaron,
S2195
the PTA Chorus
sion, Washington. D. C. 20415.
The 14th Anniversary of the sponsored by members of
$
the
Lilia Walker club house, lo- Women's Federated Clubs
White, 2 Dr., R. H., W.W. T
1895
of
cated at 717 Walker Ave., is Memphis, in honor of the late
scheduled to be celebrated Mrs. Lelia Walker who donated
Ranch Wogon, 4 Dr., R. H•
Sunday, Jan. 12 at 4 p. m., an- the club house.
nounces Mrs. Hattie Harrison, A spokesman for the club
2 Dr., R. H. Atuom
chairman of the program com- women said: "Each year we
mittee.
want the public to know how
Kindly send me the Tri-State
The celebration is being much this clubhouse means to
us and how much we apprelik
Defender to address below
1
ciate having had a gracious,'"
lovable, understanding women
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
Full Power, R. H. Beautiful Interior .. $2595
CALL US BEFORE YOU
like the late Mrs. Walker in our
ARE EMBARRASSED
midst. Not any other city in
(500) 2 Dr., H.T., R. H W T
our state can boast of having
S2695
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
had such a lady in its group."
TO
The Clara Barton Scholar- The program will consist of
(500) Autom., 2 Dr., R. H
ship club held its annual a panel discussion. Panelists
CALL
Christmas party at the home will include Mrs. Carlotta WatBeloit. 2 Dr., H.T., W. T
of Mrs, Alberta Sample, Dec. son St., Mrs. Sarlye Miller,
27. The party featured compet- Miss Harry Mae Simon and
Street Address
Cons,
. TI., R H., 3 & Red Inter
Zone No
itive games which brought a Mrs. Georgia Harvey.
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
Solos will be sting by Mrs.
good bit of humor.
City,
Stole
OAKLEY'S THUNDER BIRD PLAZA HAVE USED and NEW also
Prizes were won by Louis Connie Rivers, Mrs. H. Strong,
B. Hobson, Mrs. Earnestine Alfred Motlow and the Brooks
Ochran and Mrs. Pearlina sisters. Other appearing on the
Sainders.
program will include Mrs.
Full Power Air .
$2395
Guests included Otto Johni- M. E. Murphy, Mrs. Emma
slX),
‘
Ff
kan,
and
Mr.
William
Mrs.
Thom
Johnson. Mrs. Charleset4 Or, H.T., R.H., A,•
$
Rogers of Cleveland, Ohio, ta Brandon will supply piano
Eddie Sampel, Mrs. Mary music. Mrs. Nell Osborn is
4 Or., 11.T., R H Pretty Blue ..
S 1895
Bradley and Mr. and Mrs. hail man of the affair. Mrs.
James Christmas. Mrs. Zana Marie L. Adams is president
C.Kil. 4 Dr., R.H. S.D
Ward is club president.
of the Federation here.
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Voting

Floyd's Kin
Loses Fight

OAKLEY FO

Members Of Two Prominent
Louisville Families Wed

Deadline

BIG FORD SUPERMARKET

NEW and USED CARS

Walker Ave. PTA
To Meet Thursday

Gigantic After Xmas SALE
Shop with us, and be SURE
Was

1962 GAL;
1962 PONT.
1962
1962 FALCON
.1963 FORD
1963 FALCON
1963 FORD
1963 FALCON

2195
'W.2195
$1395
2195
1795

Now
'2495
s1995
s1895
s1195
'1895
s1695
'1895
'1695

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK!

1961 T. BIRD
1963 GALAXIE
1963 GALAXIE
1961 CHEV.
1959 FORD

PEST

h Anniver. Of Leha Walker
Clubhouse To Be Held Jan. 12

EXTERMINATING CO.
TERM1TES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS

New Subscription Order i

Licensed and
Bonded

Clara Barton
Club Gives Party

$2395
s2495 'WE KILL TO LIVE'
$2695 2495
s1595 s1495 O.Z. EVER3
1195 s1095
Ph. FA 7-6033

1960 T. BIRD
1961 OLDS.
1962 MERCURY
1963 FORD
1959 FORD
1962 FALCON
1962 FORD
1960 PONT.
1960 FORD
1963 FORD

Wagon, 2 Dr., S.D , R.H.,
R. H, Autom. 4 Dr

1995

2495
$1195
1595

4 Dr., V-8, 50, HT.1395
4 Dr., H. T.$ EH., Nice
Wagon, R.H., Air 4 Dr., Clean
Luggage Ran—

Gal , 4 Dr , R H , Air Cond.....

1395

$2095
$1895
$1795
$2295
$1095
1395
1295
s1195
$1395

1595
$$$$

ONLY 500 ACTUAL MILES, SEE THIS CAR FOR APPRECIATION

1963 FALCON 2 Dr. Bucket Seats
1959 FORD
1960 FORD
2 D. Business Coupe
4 Dr., R. H

$2195 '1995
$ 695 5495
$1095 5795

LIBERAL FINANCING - LOW PAYMENT
1048 Union Ave.
BR 2-3431

ATerMi.'s,

17,

rhfw DA I SY1

Starts Sat. Jan. 11
One Big Week

THE MOST EXTRAORDINARY STORY EVER FILMED?
7'NA-

idler
itzer

SEE FRANK FOR

Asif

GIFT LIQUORS IN BEAUTIFUL
DECANTER BOTTLES

MIXED CASES AT CASE PRICES!
a 4- GIFT
SIZES
CHRISTMAS WRAPPED
Speeial
Inritatio
n ti. Ladies
,r4
.4

gl FRANK'S LIQUOR STORE
327 South Main Street at Vance
-INDEPENDENT RETAIL LIQUOR
DEALER
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
•,-Z
, ;trref'OEVII1/744:tV,TuirEi
N ,?:::1111&4_
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DoctorSeeks Mom's Southwestern's
Prexy To Give
Love'For Afrkan Boy Review On Book

Left Side

DOW
N
FRO
NT!
•

Dr. Peyton N. Rhodes, president of Southwestern at MemANN ARBOR, Mich. -- An worth of goods there, he said. phis, will begin the Cossitt 11African boy's need for a mothThe bride that Dr Schneide- hrary's new series in Its
er's love has spurred an man proposed to buy
"Lunching With Books" profor Lugram on Thursday, Jan. 9, at
American physiciari to raise
bowa's father is a bargain. She 12:15
with a review of the
$90 to buy the boy's father a
is
the sister of Lubowa's moth- b 00 k, "The New World of
wife.
The donor is Dr. Ian er, who died when the boy Physics" by Arthur March and
Schneideman, who is a pedia- was 344 years old, and her Ira M. Freedman.
According to library offitrician at the new Mulaga family agreed to accept a
cials, the series will help bridge
Hospital and the Makerere drastically
reduced price —
the gap that exists between
Medical School in Kampala, enough to buy
a cow — out
the two scientific and techcapital of the new nation of of compassion
for her young noligical
worlds in which chilUganda.
nephew.
dren and adults move today.
Schneideman said the boy, Donations may be
sent to The new physics, mathematwho lives with his father, is Mr. and Mrs.
Grant W. Sharpe, ics and automation are said to
steadily losing weight an d 4800 Park Rd.,
Ann Arbor, be an alien lands for adults,
may die without a mother's Mich., friends
or the doctor.
while children move freely in
love. His name is Lubowa.
them.
The pediatrican, wh o was
Spreading Oneself Thin
Dr. Rhodes a physicist, is the
visiting friends in Ann Arbor,
Mich., told them Lubowa's KING'S LYNN, England — first of a group of men with
knowledge of science and techfather cannot afford to raise (UP) —
Wages clerk William nology who will come to the
enough beans and bananas on Walton, 39, was
ordered to library to discuss books in their
his poor acre to afford a bride. stand trial on
charges of emHe explained that the gift bezzling $8,241 from his em- fields.
he proposed was not at all un- ployers by inventing
two ficcommon in East Africa. Brides titious employees and
taking
usually are worth about $300 their wages.

114P***************WV**•41•••••*4444*VP OP*•*4J
WANTED—A MODEL: Must for school integration. Particube able to wear very tight larly, in
face of the fact that
shirts well. Must have jetblack pony-tail, draped around the state recognizes only the
her shoulders. Must be able Teachers Education Associato sing "Our Day Will Come." tion (TEA). Perhaps these orGLOBE - TROTTING Willie ganizations served a purpose
Dunn returned home for the 30 or 40 years ago, but today
holiday, which he spent with they are out of step with the
his mother, Mrs. Juanita Dunn. times. This should be kept in
Willie returned to New York mind during the upcoming
City last weekend.
Delegate Assembly of TEC
"BLACK TIE" on an invita- which is scheduled for Febrution doesn't net-essarily mean ary," said the irate teacher.
"formal attire" said a victim
THE ANGRY WIFE snatchof the "social knife" lowered ed her husband's secretary out
on his neck by the AKAs dur- of his automobile, pulled her
ing their holiday ball. The coat off of her and chased her
victim suggests that if the down the street. Several days
AKAs didn't want anybody at- later, the husband was drivtending the ball "improperly ing down the street, accomattired" they should have said panied by their three-year-old
"admittance by formal attire son. The bright little fellow
only." The AKAs are letting said to hit father "Dad there
it be known that from here goes the man who always
out when they say "formal" comes to see morninie while
then mean "FORMAL."
you're away. Until then, the
THE PROFESSIONAL wife had convinced her husWOMEN'S CLUB had a roar- band that the photo a this
ing time when they met at the man she has was a cousin.
Roarin' 20s Club Jan. 7 for a
A CITY SCHOOL TEACHER
whist tournament.
is still angry about the treatDURING A MEETING OF ment she, reportedly, received
NEGRO TEACHERS last Sat- at a Pure Oil Service station,
urday, one teacher voiced dis- located at the corner of N.
approval of the continuation Parkway and Manassas St.
of the Teachers Education She said she had been purCongress (TEC) West Tennes- chasing gasoline at the station
s e e Education
Association for sometime. Last week she
(WTEA) Shelby County Teach- asked the way to the restroom.
ers Association (SCTA) and A station attendant directed
Bluff City Teachers Associa- her to the back. The restroom
tion (BCTA). The teacher said used by white women is not
"it is no longer necessary to in the back of the building,
maintain dual teacher organi- but on the inside of the build,
.ation since we are pressing ing.

Four LeMoynites Admitted To
Alpha Kappa Mu Honor Society

Mathematician
To Lecture At
LeMoyne Friday

Dr. Marjorie Lee Browne,
a former Memphian who is
tW
hehopaA
stmo
tw
ng
o chairman of the mathematics
a national honor society, has
initiated four new members, Students in American Colleges department at North Carolina
College in Durham, will speak
it was announced this week by and Universities."
Mrs. Velma R. McLemore, adMRS. VIRGINIA FLOWERS, at LeMoyne College this Friday afternoon, Jan. 10, at 2:30
visor to the group.
1851 Keltner Circle, senior, in the Alumni
These three LeMoyne College students
Room of the
Earline 1,, Houston and Willie R. Chapman.
To be eligible for memberEnglish
majo
r,
with a 2.30 Hollis F. Price Library.
were recently initiated into Beta Kappa
ship, a student must have a
Miss Houston will enter University of TenDr. Browne holds the Ph.D.
Chi, national honorary scientific society.
2.30 academic average and average. She too is a member
nessee Medical School in September. The
in u s t possess character a n d of the LeMoyne Honor Society degree in mathematics from
From top to bottom: Everett McKissic, MISS
two young men also wUl do graduate study.
leadership ability, Mrs. Mc- and has made the dean's list the University of Michigan,
is the author of numerous
Lemore said. LeMoyne is on
four semesters. She is presi- research papers and one of the
a 3.00 grading system.
dent of the English Club and country's leading topologists.
Initiated were:
Her parents, Mr.- and Mrs.
MISS JIM ELLA AUSTIN, an active member of the Stn1502 Humber, junior, English dent NEA. Her essay on the Lawrence J. Lee, reside here
iv
at 1106 Mississippi Blvd.
major, with a 2.34 average. history
of LeMoyne iwon first
A reception for Mrs.
She is a member of LeMoyne's
Honor Society, has made the prize locally and was entered Browne will follow her talk.
Funeral service for Dr. W. L. 50 years in Memphis, .Dr One of three LeMoyne Col- initiated into the national hon.
dean's list four semesters and in a national contest sponsorGreene, a general practitioner Greene was presented a plaque
lege students recently initiat- orary scientific society a r e WASHINGTON — (UPI) — is maintaining a four-year, ed by the American Missionin Memphis for more than 50
by the American Medical As- ed into Beta Kappa Chi, na- Willie R. Chapman, a senior, An American Communist Par- full-tuition scholarship.
ary Association, founder of the
years, were held last Friday
of 631 St. Paul, and Everett ty plot to exploit what is deShe is a participant in the college.
afternoon at the S. W. Qualls sociation in appreciation for tional honorary scientific so- McKissic, senior, of 1433 Humscribed as a "drift toward the Great Books Discussion Group MISS JUANITA
and Company Funeral Home his service. He was associated ciety, has been accepted by the ber.
GARDNER,
left" among the nation's youth which meets regularly at 1570 Hamilton,
junior, English
with Rev. A. E. Campbell, pas- with Collins Chapel Hospital. University of Tennessee Mediwas
uncovered
by
the
FBI
Chapman,
Christian
Mrs.
in
chemistry
a
Brothers
college,
cal
School.
Dr.
Greene
and
was a communimajor, with a 2.57 average.
tor of Columbus Baptist Church
1963.
a member of Alpha Kappa She is a member of LeMoyne's AMARILLO AF13. Tex. -cant of St. Anthony Catholic
Miss Earline LaVernia Hou- major, plans doing graduate
officiating.
Airman Third Class Cleo
Alpha
study
biochemistry,
in
sorority.
and
Mr.
FBI
director
J.
Church.
Edgar
Hoover
Honor Society, has made the Smith,
ston, a senior of 935 Leath
Dr. Greene died on Monday,
Jr. of Memphis, Tenn.,
McKissic,
MISS
a,
biology
majo
r,
LOUVENIA
CLAYtold
of
the
youth
Red
scheme
dean's list four semesters and has been
Dec, 30, at Kennedy Hospital He is survived by his wife, street, will enter the medical
reassigned to Eon
TON,
graduate
either
plans
578
work
St.
in
Paul,
in
senior,
his
year-end
report
to
Atty.
is
maintaining
a four-year. AFB, Fla., following his
after a short illness. He was Mrs. Minnie Greene; and two school in September. She will
gradbiology
medicine.
or
English
major,
Gen.
with
Robert
a
2.30
Kennedy.
F.
He
scholarship.
be
first
She
the
is a partici- uation from t h
Negro from Mem73.
sisters, Mrs. Julie Butler of
e technical
average.
She
is
a
also
member
noted
the
of
investigaFBI's
Dr.
Walter
W.
Gibson
is
pant
phis
in
Great
the
to
Books
freshman
enroll
as
Vicksburg,
a
Dis- training course for United
He was graduated from MeM i s s., and Mrs.
harry Medical College in Nash- Matilda Scott of South Caro- in the UT school of medicine. chairman of the natural sci- tion of the assassination of LeMoyne's Honor Society and cussion Group and a member States Air Force jet aircraft
Miss Houston, a tall, quiet, ence division and professor of President Kennedy and of the has made the dean's list four of Alpha Kappa Alpha soror- mechanics here.
ville and began his practice of lina.
murder of civil rights leader semesters. A member of Alpha ity.
medicine in Memphis. During
A flag service for Dr. Greene studious young lady, is an ac- biology at LeMoyne. Dr. John
Airman Smith was trained
World War I, he entered the was held in the Qualls Chapel celerated students, who enter- Beuhler is professor of chemi- Medgar Evers in Mississippi. Kappa Alpha sorority, she is Veteran members of the to maintain and service multi.
Hoover :aid that last Oc- also a participant in the Great
U. S. Army and served in last Thursday night by the ed LeMoyne after completing stry.
chapter are Miss Earline Hou- engine jet aircraft and airtober delegates of the Com- Hooks Discussion Group and
France.
ston, a senior biology major; craft systems.
American Legion Post No. 27. the 11th grade at Manassas
munist Party U.S.A. met in
Dr. Greene's office was in Interment was in National High school.
Everett McKissic, senior bio- The airman, son of Mr. and
Chicaao "to lay the ground- secretary, Gus Hall, stipulated
his home at 305 N. Manassas. Cemetery.
logy major, and Mrs. Marian Mrs. Cleo Smith, Sr. of 733
She is a biology Major, a
work for a new national youth that the youth movement Chapman,
After owning one car, he sold
member of LeMoyne's Honor
senior English ma- Hamilton, Memphis, is a gradorganization
aiwed
at ex- should avoid the appearance of jor.
it and then made all of his
Society and the national honuate of Melrose High school.
ploitation
of
whal
the
party
a Soviet-style organization;
calls by going on foot or by Know Your Negro History or society, Alpha Kappa Mu.
describes
as
a
drift
toward
however, it should not tolerate
taxi or public transit.
She is the daughter of Mr.
the left among young people." anti-Soviet or anti-Communist
HERE 50 YEARS
Some 1,200 Negro officers and Mrs. Earl J. Houston.
He
said
NOW LEARN
the
party's
general
Party
thinking."
After practicing medicine for'served in World War I.
The other LeMoyne students
chLapetMer"onfe'sAlpK
haa p
Kpapapa Bm
etua, hye
asarsbeteon ,,w
nanhi,
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Rabbi Wax Will
Lecture Friday
48th Ward Club
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1011 UNION AVENUE

FREE
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OIL CHANGE AS LONG AS YOU OWN THE CAR

PONT.

PONT.

1962 SPY. COUPE Equipped
See too appreciate

2395

1962 BONNEVILLE. 4 Dr H T
FACT. Air, P * B * S

2695

1962 CAT. 4 Dr., HI., P.B S
Buy Air Now, Be Comfortable Later .

2495

1960 BONNEVILLE Cony. Equipp
Beautiful, You must see

1495

1961 BONNEVILLE Equipped
Air, And every other extra

1995

RH

Autom

1963% XL, fastback Cony
1961 Owner
1962 GAL.

Owner, Cream putt
Cony

R.N. Equip. .

1961 IMPALA Coupe, R.H H T
The Car you needto see

CHEV.

1963 BELAIR

ofilinnimmatimmarsonsmsums•mil•
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
•

CAR WASH $
•
•
•
•

Sat. or Sun. $1.25
Sat. Open 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Sun. Open 8 Mk to 2 P.M.

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
thru
Friday

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH •
•
a

RADIO ANNOUNCING
AT KEEGAN SCHOOL
GET READY FOR THE FAST GROWING OPPORTUNITIES
IN
RAD!O-TV BROADCASTING, DISC
JOCKEY, NEWSCASTER, ETC.
CALL OR WRITE TODAY
544 Beale Ave.

JA 6-8052

3100 Summer at Baltic
ramamma•e•amsomamasamme

Equipped

1995 \
895
2495
1095
1695

MORE BUS SERVICE
IS HERE
New bus Schedules now in effect have
added 15,000 miles of Service to give to
you the greatest amount of fast, convenient
service in more than seven years.

1695
2495

PLEASE ASK YOUR OPERATOR FOR
THE NEW RED SCHEDULES

1958
(

4 DR R.H. W.W.T.,

1011 Union Ave.

I

,
.....numuswormommoft.

' LOOK!! LOOK!! LOOK!!

PLY,
N

Equipped

1959 2 DR. HT

• FORD

(
A

The third in a series of lectures sponsored by LeMoyne's
English department will offer
Rabbi James A. Wax of Ternpie Israel as speaker this Friday morning at 10:30 in the
college lecture hall. He will
discuss "The Concept of New."
I Speaker on Feb. 14 will be
!John ; W. Whittaker, director
of music and chairman of the
division of humanities at the
college. He will develop an
interesting topic: "The Agony
of Modern Music."

Warrantyl_ 90 DAY or 4,000 MILE WARRANTY!)

1960 T. BIRD

•

sees Red Pot
$1?ymg 94r
T.,
megiad LVers

Melrose Grad Sent
To Florida Base

ant,
Yid-

reMrs.
InWm.
PetMrs.
, D.
Rol-

Eartine Houston Will
Enter UT Med Schooi

495

MEMPHIS TRANSIT, AU IHORITY

BR 5-1261
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Mrs. Williams Is
Elected Head Of
Minister Wives
"Woe unto you. scribes going people.
and Pharisees, hypocritesl
In far too many instances
for you Sr. like white- we are attempting to find a
washed tombs, which out- way out of our dilemmas and
wardly appear Leautiful. find it hard to solve our own
but within they aro tilled problems. It might be stated
with dead men's boner, and here that when a person is
all uncleanliness."
inwardly sick he is really
—Matthew 23:27 sick. Maybe I would have gone
on indefinitely administering
WRONG REMEDY
A few days ago I had oc- to that sore myself but one
casion to go to the doctor. My morning I got up dizzy, and
hand was badly swollen and weak, and tired-feeling and
I had used any number of I knew at that point I needed
suggested remedies to bring someone who knew more
about felief. Finally I gave up about my condition than I
and went to the doctor. He did. When a person is ill and
looked at my hand and arm doesn't recognize this illness
and told me I was going about as an inward illness he is in
it all wrong. What was wrong bad shape.
with me was not happening
Out of this
'
,whole ordeal
on the outside but rather on I learned two things—when
the inside. This statement one is sick the best place is
the doctor and inward sickstarted me thinking.
I recognized at once that ness whether physical or spirhis Was one of the most preg- itual holds the key to much of
nant statements I had heard the misery we now endure.
for Some time. I finally con- We can use all of the salves,
cluded that not only was this ointments, or linaments we
true of me in a physical way choose but if the sickness is
but it is equally true of Count- inward we better try to apless thousands in a spfritual peal to someone who has the
answer and be governed by
way.
their knowledge and judgment.
Last week the report Game
It is not a matter of outward
out concerning the religtious
beauty but strictly a matter of
MR. and MRS. WILLIAM A. PARKER
status of the United States.
inward purity that will solve
I was appalled to learn that
our problems and bring about
only 18 per -rent of us belong
peace within.
to any church.
'JUST AS GOOD'
You walk up to any of the
countless numbers of people
Barry WigIn a setting of coral and Springfield,
who do -not attend church and
white, Jacqueline Heath be- gins of Boston, Mass.; Robert
one of the first answers you
came Mrs. William A. Parker Tripplet of Peoria, Ill., and
get is "Fro just as good as
Gene Blackwell of Centralia,
those who . go. Look at the
ST. LOUIS, Mo. — Bishop at Central Baptist church, Dec.
choir,
at the deacon Matthew W. Clair, Jr., is one 21. Vows were exchanged, bebeard, look at the ushers, of several nationally known fore Rev. Roy D. Morrison,
look at the trustees, look at church leaders and experts in
under an arch decorated with
the chairman of this commit- health and welfare who are
tee or that committee—I am scheduled to speak at the an- coral carnations, gladiolas and
just as good as most of them!" nual convention of the Nation- greenery.
Persons who walk around al Association ' of Methodist
The bride was attired in a
making such statements are Hospitals and Homes, meeting sheath gown of white peau de
sick within.
here in the Sheraton-Jefferson soie with long sleeves and a
As I had been putting appli- hotel Jan. 28-30.
detachable, flowing train. The
cations to the outside when
Bishop Clair, resident bishop gown was trimmed in front
the actual trouble was on the of St. Lo u Is Area of the with lace and pearls. She wore
inside, so many of us are doing denomination's Central (Negro) a matching veil of lace and
just that today. The doctor Jurisdiction, will be the wor- pearl. She carried a white
told me that all the outside ship leader for the opening bouquet of carnation, adorned
applications would never have session.
with velvet, ivies, centered
releived my condition. So it
More than 500 persons, ex- with an orchid.
is with the conditions that pected to attend the conven- She approached the altar on
haunt our religious life today. tion, will hear a paper on the arm of her father.
We are bending over back- racial integration in Methodist ,,Thci: bridesmaids marched in
Automobile, Furniture
wards building great churches, hospitals by Bishop Ralph wearing floor-length peau de
Signature
buying the best literature Taylor Alton of Madison, Wis. soie coral dresses with velvepossible, and paying people to Methodist hospitals in most teen cummberbonds, detach- Th•r• I s a reo•on why p•ople.
teach, Sunday School and sing southern cities are segregated. able trains, and coral head- lik• to do businams with as. You,
too, will lik• our courteous treatin our choirs.
This includes Memphis, Tenn., pieces with face veils. They ment and d•sir• to h•lp you.
Yet the churches are partial- which boasts of a fine hospital wore white gloves and carried "Open Thursday and Friday
ly empty every Sunday. As center.
cora 1 carnations bouquets. Nights Until 700 P.M.
this doctor looked at me and
Saturdays 900 to 100
The keynote address will be Bridesmaids were Misses Mary
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
told me the trouble was on the
given by Bishop Eugene Frank, H. Hargrow, Delores Brown Horns Owned
Hont• Op•rated
inside, so must we look at
of St. Louis, head of the Mis- of Chicago, Della M. Smith
DIXIE
ourselves and look beyond the
souri Area. Other speakers and Pearl Little of Cairo, Ill.,
outer surface for the reason for
FINANCE COMPANY
Mrs. Dorothea LaBranche of
"W• Ulm to say yes to your
our current conditions. There will include Bishop Fred G. Chicago, sister of the bride
Charleston, W.
Holloway,
of
loan r•qu•st"
is something drastically wrong
Percy, top ex- INF y rnof rrm of honor.
o. C.,nsirsised by
with a society that spends so Va., Charles H.
th• Stot• D•partm•nt of
ecutive of Bell & Howell com- The flower girl was Paula
much time in the name of reinsuranc•
and Banking.
ligion and gets st:ch sorrowful pany, Chicago; and Dr. Mar- Adair.
2 LOCATIONS
Best
was
shall
man
Charles
Parkpresident
Steel,
of
T.
results.
Hendrix college, of Conway. er of Bridgeport, Conn., broth- 161 S. Maln, JA 1-8581
CLEAN OUTSIDE
Ark. Donald W. Cordes, ad- er of the bridegroom. Grooms- 152 Madison, JA 5-7611
Jesus looked at a generaministrator of the Iowa Meth- men - Were John Motely of
tion very much akin to ours
odist Hospital, Des Moines,
and warned them that outIowa, is president of the aswardly they represented all
sociation.
that was pure and clean but
doe
inwardly they were filled with
Oil&i vel
dead men's bones. I wonder
milk
of those of us who dress so
immaculately Sunday after
Sunday, who bow so reverentSoft cookies will stay soft
ly in prayer, and who join
so if stored in an airtight convehemently in the singing of tainer. The cover should fit
the hymns are not partially
tightly.
responsible for the non-churchHome economists suggest
going people of our society.
AT
that you place a piece of apple,
We put up a beautiful picture
orange or fresh bread on top
Sunday morning and in most of *the cookies.
instances that's all and after
Remember to replace it
that our conversations, our frequently to add the necesdeeds, our actions take on the sary moisture for keeping the
same color of the non-church- cookies soft.

Bishop Clair To
Speak For NAM

Miss Jacquelyn Heath Becomes
Bride Of William Parker, Dec. 21

HUMBOLDT
NEWS

A combination of business,
Knox Nelson is scheduled
The Booklovers Club met in ton, with a head piece of a to be presented in a recital
holiday gaiety and festivity
at
last
1963
meetthe
highlighted
a call meeting at the presi- green chiffon and net circlet. Collins Chapel C.M.E. church,
Inter-Denominationdent's
home,
the
ing of
Mrs. M a t tie She carried a bouquet of white 676 Washington Ave., Sunday,
al Ministers Wives, meeting Davis, for an exchange of carnations and wore gold Jan. 12 at 7:30 p.m by the
at the spacious home of Rev. gifts. This meeting had been gloves.
church's Stewardess Board
and Mrs. E. W. Williamson in scheduled for the home of
Bride maids were Bettye No. 3.
Mrs. Cottrell Thomas, but her Francis Burnette
Melrose Cove.
of Milan,
Mrs. Elizabeth Russell is
During the regular business illness caused the change.
Tenn. cousin of the groom, president of the board. Mrs.
session, the annual election
The Good Neighbor Club Joyce Evans of Fayetteville,
Bernice C. Hines is publicity
was held. Elected president entertained with a dinner N. C., cousin of the bride;
was Mrs. McEwen Williams, party in the home of the Freddie Ruth Hazzard and chairman for the recital and
Rev. William Smith is pastor
wife of the pastor of St. John president, Mrs. Lena Maclin. Sherbie Jean Best of StatesBaptist church. Other officers Members and guests enjoying boro. Their dresses were of of the church.
elected were: Mrs. L. A. a lovely evening and luscious the same material as the maid
Know Your Neorn History
Story, vice president; Mrs. food.
of honor's, with skirts hanging
James Gleese, secretary; Mrs.
Negro army officers were
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Rid- in soft full pleats. They wore
E. Paul Beavers, assistant sec- ley motored to Statesboro,
Ga. gold shoes and gloves and a trained at Camp Dodge, near
retary; Mrs. J. B. Boyd, corre- to attend the wedding of their wrist corsage of white carna- Des Moines, Iowa, during
sponding secretary; Mrs. Lucy son, Marshall, who was mar- tions.
World War 1.
Browning, financial secretary; ried to Miss Vivian
Elaine
Little Ranier Evans, ring Fisk university, and the groom,
Mrs. D. S.-Cunningham, treas- Evans, at First African Baptist
bearer wore a white satin tux a former student at Fisk, is
urer.
Church of Statesboro.
and carried the ring on a heart stationed at Millington Naval
During the social hour, dinThe church was beautiful in shaped white satin pillow Base as an HM3.
ner was served to about 40
its setting of white glads with trimmed in lace.
The Ridleys are members of
members and gueits. A devosmilax and white candles. She
Little Sylvia D. Hall, was the Lane Chapel C.M E. church
tion service of prayer, Christwas given in marriage by her flower girl and wore a full here in Humboldt.
mas caroling and readings was
father, Mr. James Evans. She skirted dress of the same marendered.
wore a traditional gown of terial as the maids.
Regular meetings will redelustered white satin fashMr. Raymond Ridley was
sume this month, said Mrs.
ioned with a boot shaped neck- his son's
E. Paul Beavers, the reporter.
best man, and groomsline, chapel length train and men
were: Donald Douglas,
She said all members will be
elbow sleeves with a pattern Wilbur
All Colors •nd C•lat
Campbell, Gerald Scott
notified by mail.
Combinations
of embroidered trim. Her bouf- and
Elliott Boney, all of StatesThe bride is the daughter fant illusion veil fell from boro.
sf
.
g onri.
1./.;l.
il•rs
.
.an d
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Heath a satin crown and she carried
A
reception
was
given
in
UNROI
a
FURNITURE DEFT.
bouquet of white orchids
of 323 W. Fields St. Mrs.
the auditorium of the William
PelpIlr, hat, taarrs.T.Aler
Heath wore a blue shantung on a white Bible.
James high. school. Mrs. Minlowest
Prices
Available
suit with matching shoes. She
Miss Lou Jean Dansby of nie Evans, mother of the bride
WIITE rot Pitt CATALOG
wore a white orchid.
Birmingham, Ala. and room- wore winter w hi t e wool
Music was provided by Wal- mate of the bricia was her sheath. Both mothers wore SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
7111 N
ter Martin and his wife, Anna, made of honor. She wore a corsages of white carnations.
WItlfsholl St., LW.
Thfolikeillto 2,LC. Athos.3,Smile
who sang solos.
sheath of emerald green chitThe bride is a senior at
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—Quick Loans—
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GO BY BUS

• It's Convenient
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We Give Quality Stamps!
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All-State Football Team
T.H.S.A.A.For 1963

by
Anna C. Cooke

Name

HONORABLE MENTION
Position
School
Clam
Guard
Pearl
Sr.
Quaterback
Pearl
Sr.
End-Linebacker Cameron
Sr.
Guard
Howard
Sr.
Guard-Tackle
Greenville
Sr.
Halfback
Greenville
Jr.
Tackle
South Pittsburg Jr.
Fullback
South Pittsburg Sr.
End
Bristol
Sr.
Halfback
Bristol
Sonh.
Center
Manassas
Sr.
Halfback
Eligabethan
Sr.
Halfback
Sweetwater
Sr.
Tackle
Morristown
Sr.
Fullback
Lester (Memphis) Sr.
Quarterback
Sr.
Jackson
,rnd
Paris
Sr.
Quarterback
Springfield
Halfback
Springfield
Halfback
B.T.W.(Memphis) Sr.

I Wade Donnell
William Turner
HOLIDAY ECHOES
pared by Mesdames Daisy
IDearwood McCord
Echoes from the C ristmas She'" and Vera Brooks.
Sammie WIlliams
holidays are still wit us as
NEW YELR's DOINGS
;I Tonnie Gudger
it ended up to be a g la time
To bring in the New Year
in the Hub City in pite of
Keeth Knuckles
and issue out the Old, a gala
the cold and snowy wather.
Isiah 11111
time was had with the Jack- I
Friday evening Mr4 Annie
Dave Robinson
son Alumni chapter of Kappa
M. Bops was hostess to the
I Marvin Biedleman
Alpha Psi in Humboldt. Tenn.
Echo Bridge c I u b members
Rufus Chadwell
and invited guests in her love- New Year's Day Mrs. K. M.
Lorenzo Childress
ly decorated home on Middle- K. Smith entertained the
Jerry Taylor
ton Street. Cocktails, a delic- Civic . Pride Club with a
William Scruggs
i8us Christmas menu, topped breakfast in her home on
John Patton
with egg nog and Christmas Hays Ave. And a little more
cookies pleased the appetites on the serious side, the Church
Bobby Baner
Committee
of
the
NAACP
of the many guests present.
Robert Brown
Minister's
Wives
presented
Fellowship
Emancipation
Group
was
guest
Proof
Rev.
and
Mrs.
L.
and
Wooten.
Mrs. A. E. Campbell. Ernest C. WithBridge and other games
Howard I.ittleton
Mrs. It. L. Davis of '169 Bey St. during the Christmas Holiers. Rev. and Mrs. C. Mims. Rev. Davis, the host, awarded
completed the evening l and clamation services at St. Paul
Charlie Myles
CME
Church
at
11
a.m.
days.
is
The
made
club
up
of
ten
active
minister's wives
your scribe must have been at
an attractive billfold as a door prize. Rev. Mims was the
ROY Meneese
Ak er best, vajaturing first prize The principal speaker for who have as their climaxing activity each year, this most
recipient. Seated frosts left to right: Mrs. Hill Mrs. H.
Eddie Richards
Wor bridge. Second went to the occasion was Dr. J. M.
colorful affair. Members and their husbands, as well as
Robinson, Mrs. A. J. Campbell. Rev. and Mrs. C. M. Lee,
Mrs. Vivian Bell with third Lawson, pastor of Centenary
each member's secret pal. exchange presents and enjoy a
Rev. and Mrs. L. Wooten, and Mrs. and the Rev. .1. W.
ANS
going to Mrs. Georgia Adkins. Methodist Church in Memphis,
turkey dinner. Members and spouces are: Rev. and Mrs.
Wynis. Standing: same order, Reverends .1. W. Hill. Horace
• Beautifully decorated Christ. thus ending the season and
William
Parr.
Rev.
A.
and
.1.
Mrs.
Campbell.
--Robinson
Rev.
and
Mrs.
weary
.
A.
eyes went back to work
J. Campbell. and R. I.. huts, Mrs. R. 1,.
1 mas arrartgements were everyJ. W. MI, Rev. and Mrs. Dave Bond, Rev. and Mrs. Joe
Davis, Mrs, A. E. Campbell, Mrs. and the Rev. C. Mims.
where and catching the eye on Thursday: especially those
connected
with
the
City
School
W. Wyms. Rev. and Mrs. Horace Robinson. Rev. and Mrs.
Mrs. and Rev. Dave Bond, Mrs. Moses Brunson, and Mrs.
was the chandelier covered
R. L. Davis, Mrs. Moses Brunson, and Mrs. W. T. Grafton.
W. T. Grafter'.
with assorted balls. The tree System. College students and
personnel
had
a
little
more
- Guests of the club included: Rev. and Mrs. C. M. Lee. Rev.
was laden with gifts and to
time,
not
reporting
until
Jan.,
the surprise of everyone, there
6 on Monday.
was a gift for each.
ENDS
STUDENTS HOME
SATURDAY BREAKFAST
Houston Chaffin
Jr. 16 61" 180
Manassas
Saturday morning the cal- Speaking of students in
(Memphis)
endar called for a breakfast town for the holidays, from
Robert Earl Smith
3r. 17 WS" 179
Melrose
hostessed by Mrs. Essie M. Fisk, w e r e: Florita Neilson,
/Memphis)
Perry in her spacious home on Rhoda Beaskey, Ralph JohnTACKLES
Lane Ave. The usual spirit son, and Eloyd Thomas; Lin.11111I1 Thorpe, Jr.
Central
fill the home and the fascinat- coln Univ., Bernice McKin7r. 17 6'2V' 198
ney;
Univ., of Tennessee, Cleo
ing game of Hollywood follow(Paris)
Thomas
a
n
d
Ross Cheairs;
ed until late in the afternoon.
William Davis
Howard
Sr. 18 6'2" 215
As each guest left the charm-. Spelman, Joanne Merry; Tus(Chattanooga 1
Mayec
kegee,
J.
Chatmam.Una
ing hostess presented a real
GUARDS
living rose to be taken home. Ingram, Willie Wortham, and
ATLANTA. Ga. -- The nounced at a later date.
William Pruitt
Sr. 19 510" 170
Cameron
Sunday seemed a day of David Neal: Knoxville College, Panthers of Prairie View A &
C. E. Gaines, Winston-Salem
(Nashville)
Acst and worship, hut Monday Jacque Cole, a n d Patricia M college in Texas, have been State college
at Winston-SaSr. 16 6'0" 196
Percival Smith
Merry
Wight found party goers at the Wortharn: Ky., State. Delores named the 1963 recipients of
(Jackson)
Is
Memorial lem, N. C., and Clifton Anderof Mrs. Lucille Sang- Perine and many more I'm the W. A. Scott,
CENTER
njoying her hospitality. sure I missed seeing.
trophy, presented by the son, Maryland State 'college,
He
again Christmas was in
Sr. 19 6'5" 240
Claude Humphrys
I.ester
Adults who visited during 100', Wrong Club of Atlanta, Princess Anne, Md., are the
evid ce when the tree caught the holidays included Mrs. to the mythical championship club's basketball and track
(Memphis)
one's eye as he entered the Maggie Clark of Nashville, team Of Negro intercollegiate coaches for 1963. Grambling's
QUARTERBACK
door. Turkey and all the trim- Tennessee cheering her sister football, according to an- Willie Davis. defensive end,
Raymond Smith
Howard
Jr. 17 5'9- 170
mings preceded games and all Mrs. Maude Trotter of Jackson nouncement made this week Green Bay Packers, is the pro(Chattanooga)
the fun.
Mrs. Lessie Spann. now of by the clubs president. A. L. fessional football player of the
HALFBACKS
With the week filled with Milwaukee. Wis. as guest of Thompson.
year. Sports writing honors go
Jimmy Ward
Jr. 16 510" 198
Melrose
get-to-gethers, a Hollywood her sister-in-law, Mrs. Estella
William J. "Billy" Nicks, to Frank Render, II. Virginia
(Memphis)
Setting was held at the home Tyson, and Mrs. Lucille Jor- Prairie View athletic director State college, Petersburg, Va.
Douglass Donaldson West
Jr.
17 310" 177
of your scribe on Tuesday aft- dan Churcher, visiting her and head football coach. and
Aecording to Dr. Thompson,
ernoon. Party goers partook parents, Mr. and Mrs. James his star quarterback, Jimmy elections of the 100';era are
Morristown)
of such pretty fare as mince Jordan and sister and hus- Kearney, were named "Foot- based upon reports to ' the
FULLBACK
clam dip, smoked onion dip, band, pr. a n d Mrs. A. a ball Coach" and "Collegiate Club from the organiaition's
Oscar Reed
Sr.
B. T. W.
IC 511" 209
chips, smoked oysters, ham, Maney. Mrs. Churchcr is from Player" of the year, respec- coordinator, Marion F.. Jack(Memphis)
pickles, etc. and cocktails pre- Cleveland, Ohio,
lively, by the 100',ers Nicks' son. Atlanta Daily World
--- team had a 9-0 record for the sports editor, and Ralph RobHouston Chaffin — Saught
Raymond Smith — Led his
regular season, while in post- inson, Atlanta scout executive
110 passes for touchdowns and team in total offense with
season competition his Pan- and former athletic director
Iwo for P.A.T. during season 1364 yards. He gained 535
thers defeated Kearney State and coach at Clark college.
yards, rushing in 53 carries
college of Nebraska, 20-7, in - for a total of 62 points, out- and passed for
829 yards, in
an NAIA small college playstanding on defense at end addition to scoring six ,touchoff.
downs.
position, was used occasionalCool under pressure,
At Sacramento, Calif., the
MISS EVA GEETER
ly at defensive halfback to de- an excellent punter. Selected
Panthers dropped tlw NAIA
to the all-city team for the put
fend against passes. All-round
two seasons.
athlete, lettered in basketball
Jimmie Ward — Second leadcontested
Minn.. in a holly
and baseball. Selected on all ing rusher in the prep league
Camellia Bowl game. During
Memphis team 1962 and 1963. with 635 yards in 77 carries,
the season, Prairie View deRobert Earl Smith — Caught scored seven touchdowns. In
feated Lackland AFB. Jackson
Mr. and Mrs. Ashley Geeter Mt. Pisgah Baptist Church wit 20 passes for 581 yitrds and addition to his fine offensive
State. Texas Southern, Wiley.
Fans cheered lustily when of 910 East Fields Road an- Rev. A. C. Jackson. the pastor
Greenbling, Arkansas AM&N. Kenneth Robinson. a
four
T.D.'s.' averaged six play, he was a dependable desix-foot- flounce the engagement and officiating.
fender, an all-round athlete,
Bishop. Alcorn and Southern. six student at Little Rock's
tackles per game. Smith was an honorable mention on the
forthcoming marriage of their
graduate
Geeter
a
o
Miss
is
The Scott Trophy, sponsored Central High school took the
outstanding in all ten games, all-city team two years.
daughter. Miss Eva Odessie Geeter High School.
by the Coca-Cola company, floor there last week during
Geeter, to Crawford Wilson
Mr. Owens was a student a coming up with a big pass reDouglass Donaldson — powAtlanta, Ga., was initiated a a Little Rock City basketball
1
/
00.
.1
Owens. son of Mr. and Mrs. LeMoyne College and has corn ception, a key
decade ago by The 100', tournament.
block and many erful runner, excellent pass
Clarence! Owens of 3710 Sew- plcted four years in the U. S
receiver, blocker and tackler.
iWi.ong club of The Atlanta
last ditch tackles. All-round He gained 637 yards in 82 carNavy.
Robinson became the first once Road.
Daily World in memory of the
The wedding will take place He is presently serving a six athlete, starring in baseball, ries, scored 10 touchdowns and
newspaper's founder and first Negro varsity athlete at the
on Sunday. January 12, at the year enlistment in the Navy basketball and track. A junior, five extra points; he was choseditor-publisher, W. A. Scott, school which needed Federal
with one more year to go.
en back of the week five times
II, an All-American quarter- troops to protect the first nine
John Thorpe, Jr.'s — Sterling during the season.
back at Morehouse college in Negro students to enroll there
Oscar Reed — Perhaps the
performance was one of the
the late 20s. The award will in 1957.
chief reasons why Paris was most sought after high school
The youth did his share to
be presented in Atlanta on
undefeated in eight games. He player in the state. Reed's
help Central win out over Hall
Jan. 31.
.
made 92 tackles, recovered size, 209 pounds, speed and
During the 29th annual all- High school 67 to 65. A
four fumbles, blocked one punt strength to make him an ideal
sports Jamboree, also honored straight-A student, he scored
and threw a key block which college prospect. He has been
will be two other coaches of 11 points and snared 10 re;sprang a team mate loose for acclaimed the most outstandduring
bounds
the
game.
professional
footthe year, a
an 85 yard kick-off return in ing back in the school's hiscitizens
In
Civic-minded
M rs. Hortense A. Norment was honored by the Hardeman
ball player, a sports public His only trouble and opposia game which decided t he tory. He ran with the ball
Memphis and the surrounding I
County Teachers' Association and presented a plaque for
relations man and the club's tion was that which the op272 times for a total of 1735
regional championship.
area contributed .d total of
posing
gave
players
to
all
his
Southern
Intercollegiate
all
her many years of service in that area when she retired in
$15,093.87 to the United Negro
William Davis — Possibly yards, scoring 14 touchdowns,
teammates.
conference.
Athletic
The
"PiWhiteville. Tenn., recently. A veteran teacher at Allen'
College Fund, the campaign
the best tackle in a long line has been named to the all-city
oneer" award and the "Two There were some boos when
White school, which was founded by her father, the late
of Howard players, excellent team for the past three seaFriends" awards, which honor the tan star was accidentally chairman, Melvin N. Conley,
Jesse C. Allen as the Hardeman County Training school.
blacker and deadly tackler sons. ;
the memory of A. F. Herndon, knocked down while trying for announced this week.
Mrs. Norment endeared herself to both students and fellow 1founder of Atlanta Life Insuraveraged 11 tackles per game,
Conley, principal of • Douga rebound, but it was directteachers. She taught more than 40 years.
kicked 8 of 13 P.A.T.'s,
lass High School and wellance company, will be an- ed at the opposition.
!known in the. Southeast and
William Pruitt — A fast and
Southwest as a college football
rugged competitor, good downofficial, gave his special thanks
field
blocker; Averaged 8
to all who contributed to the
tackles per game, blocked two
annual campaign and to the
punts and had one T.D. interscores of volunteer workers
ception. Selected WVOL playwho gave their services during
er of the week and also selectthe drive.
ed on the all-city team this
The sixth anual Baptist Inseason.
ternational Tea is scheduled for
The financial report last
Sunday,
Jan. 19 at Owen colFriday 'night was swelled by
Percival Smith — Averaged
a $500 check from the Co8 tackles per game, blocked lege at 4 P.M.
The colorful event is sponEttes, a $548 check from UNCF
one punt and recovered four
workers in Helena, Ark., a
fumbles. His outstanding per- sored by the Baptist Pastors'
cooperating
a nd
$250 check from WDIA, and
formance helped his team to Alliance
checks for $168.50 from Haman impressive 8-2 season in- churches for the benefit of the
ilton High School teachers and
cluding a 12-7 victory over college. The churches sponsor
MELVIN CONLEY
tea tables, each representing
S129.50 from Melrose High
strong Melrose.
u
•
various nations, will be set-up
eachers.
lance to 32 accredited private
Claude Htunphrys — Doubled
Key workers in the drive colleges and universities, in- at center and tackle for the in the Gymnasium, dining hall
and the social rooms.
included George W. Ciark Jr., cluding LeMoyne, Lane, Fisk Lester
"Lions," his size
A simultaneous program will
city school teachers; Cornell and Knoxville in Tennessee; strength and speed made him
Wells, county school teachers; Philander Smith in Arkansas one of the best linemen in the be held in the Roger Williams
auditorium.
Hall
George Holloway Jr., labor; and Tougaloo Southern Chris- Memphis Prep League the last
Rev. B. L. Hooks is the genMrs. Ethel Venson, physicians; tiah in Mississippi.
two seasons. Humphrys led
Dr. A. K. Smith, dentist: LeMoyne's share of the the entire league in number eral chairman of the affair.
Tickets may be obtained at
iThomas J. Willis, businesses; UNCF's national fund this of tackles for the season:
23 a n y of the participating
T. R. McLemore, postal work- year will ,be about $45,000.
tackled were accredited him churches or at
the college.
ers; A. C. Williams, WDIA;
in a single game. Eight times
Joseph Atkins, coaches and ofhe threw opposing would-be
ficials; Mrs. Ann L. Weathers,
passers for long lost yardage.
lawyers.
Chosen on the all-city team • 10 20 5 Liability Insirance
And John Taylor, Country
for two seasons. In apprecia- • Low Rotes for Safe Driver
Club employes; Mrs. Naomi The U. S. Civil Service Com- tion of his outstanding -play, • Protection for Every Driver
Gordon, Universal Life In- mission has announced an ex- the school has retired Number • Concelled or Rejected Risk
Also Insured.
surance Co.; Miss Johnnie Mae amination for military person- 50, his jersey number.
• No Charge for SR•22
Rodgers, Mutual Federal; Nev. nel clerk (typing) GS-5, at a
• Compare Prices before you
erson Jones, J. A. Beauchamp, salary of- $4.690 a year with are employed.
Bu y
Vliss Erma Laws, Dr. W. W. tRe 920th Troop Carrier Group Full
information with in- • All Rotes Are Not Th• Some
Gibson, Wilber Stockton, Muse at the Memphis Airport. This structions on how to
• Budget TPIRIS on All Policies
apply
Walker Jr., Herbert W. Rob- is an Air Reserve Technician May be obtained at the
Civil. FOR NOME APPOINTMENT
Members of the Delightful Twelve Social Club gave a soinson,
BenTheodore
Johnson,
position.
Davis, Fannie Carpenter. Wilma Haley, Alice F. Harman,
Service office, Room 37, in the
Call: Mr. Senterville
nie M. Batts, Mrs. Callie L.
cial at the Roarin' ?Os club during the holidays — but
Air
Reserve Technicians are Post Office building on Front
Rosyin Williams and Lois Weddington. Also Mesdames
Stevens, Sam Helm, Dr. Peter full-time employees who are at., or the Civilian Personnel
not before presenting a gift for each youngster at GoodErma Branch, Joan Crawford, Jennette Exam. Joan Cooper
946-0792
(Res.) 946-2669
and Edwin Dalstrom. also members of the Air Force Office at the Memphis Muniwill Homes. Above are Misses Ellis, Caruthers, Ruby J.
stricklIn. Ernestine Isbell.
UNCF gives financial ass's- Reserve unit in which they cipal Airport.

All-State Football Team
T.H.S.A.A. For 1963

100 Percent Wrong Club
Names Prairie View AMI
Recipient Of 1963 Award

Negro Plays
Zzmacitie,"--;4311e:vilt. Basketball For Miss Geeter Will Wed Sailor
LR's Central Hi On Sunday At Mount Pisgah

Memphians Contribute
$15,093In UNCFtriv

Local Baptists
To Give Annual
Tea Sun.,Jan.19

Clerk Typist Jobs
Open At Airport

•
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The New
Tri-State Defender

'So David prevailed over the Phillistine with a sling
and with a stone and smote the Phillistine, and slew
him; but there was no sword in the hand of David.'

"The South's Independ•nt Weekly"
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The Force Of Destiny
tion is really not too far removed
from the dream-world. It is intuition only when the phenomenon in the subttonscious mind
comes to pass. Likewise dreams
have meaning' only when they
acquire the shape of reality.
Had the tragic events of 1963
been foretold, perhaps their impact might have been mitigated
or lessened. This, of course, is a
mere supposition. Foreknowledge of events could be as painful as the actual occurrence.
We do not know whether man
is psychologically or for that
matter biologically equipped to
react properly when his destiny
or fate is translated in terms of
positive actuality.
Otis just like seeing your picture in a mirror for the first
time. It may shock you about the
extent of your ugliness or it
may flatter you to a degree of
pleasant surprise.
Anyway, there are people
who would like to know in advance all the events which
crowd their lives, even to t h e
exact dete of their death. And
there are some beings who
would rather commit suicide
than face the valleys in their
horoscope.

tiousino- Seoregation
On the heels of President Kennedy's order banning discrimination in new housing financed
with Federal assistance, campaigns for fair housing legislation went into hign gear.
Civil rights proponents in Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Michigan,
Ohio, Rhode Island, Washington
State, and Wisconsin, pressed for
new laws barring discrimination
in private housing.
In California, Connecticut,
Massachusetts, New Jersey, and
New York, efforts were centered
on strengthening existing statutes in their application to the
general housing market.
New anti-discrimination laws
were believed to have the best
chance of passage last year in
an impressive number of states.
At present only 11 states and
three cities have laws barring
discrimination in private housing.
Meanwhile, integration groups
supporting the new legislation
were also pushing Federal agencies to apply the provision of the
President's order that instructs
them to use their "good offices"
to encourage abandonment of
discrimination in existing Federally financed housing.
A survey just made by the National Committee Against Discrimination in Housing indicates
that last year's campaigns were

marked by two particularly signit icant trends.
First, there appears to be a
lessening of opposition by the
real estate industry. In Massachusetts, New York and Rhode
Island, some real estate boards
and home builders' associations,
or persons associated with them,
have indicated a degree of cooperation, and support. The concern of real estate interests is
actually to get all-inclusive coverage.
Second, apartment owners and
builders' associations have moved to the front of opposition
forces. .
To date, the highest courts in
Massachusetts. Colorado, and
New Jersey, as well as lower
courts in Connecticut and New
York, have upheld non-discrimination laws covering private
housing.
What must be understood is
that de-segregation of residential dwellings is not merely a
matter of racial accommodation
and justice, but it is also a matter with which the fundamental
concept of democracy is deeply
involved.
It avails little to make theoretical gains in matters of equality, if the practice does not
square with the concept of true
equity in wholesome community
1 lying.
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Know
The
Negro
mummummonmminurquiffinunommiumnimmintutimminnoinim By AL DUCK
ETT

1963 Was 4 Year Of , Tragedy
It was a year of the 100th
birthday of freedom, yet freedom had not yet come of age.
It was a year of which the
NAACP had said "free in '63" —
but the way things happened, it
looks as though we must "fight
more in '64."
It was a year nine years removed from the decision of the
highest court of the land that
separate was inherently unequal
— but less than 10 per cent of
the nation's Negro children were
attending integrated schools.
It was a year in which bomb
and fire destroyed the House cf
God — more than once — in the
sovereign state of Georgia.
It was a year in which a lone
white man walked an Alabama
road, carrying a freedom-seeking letter to deliver to the Governor of Mississippi — and was
thrown to the dust with a bullet
in his back and his mouth leaking death.
It was a year when police'
dogs and fire hoses were the defense of strong men against
marching babies.

It was a year when the face of
Christ was disfigured as a
church of God was bombed in
Birmingham.
It was a year when the American people learned that their
President was not safe from an
assassin's bullet, sprung and
triggered by the itchy. filthy
fingers of hatred.
But it was also a year of the
March on Washington.
And it was a year when millions of marching blacks and
millions of militant whites had
come to see that no man is an
island; had learned that God
spoke His sincere Mind when he
said that as man does "unto the
least of • these, so ye do it unto
Me."
It was a year of hurt and
shock and tragedy.
But it was also a year of hope
and dedication and purpose.
It was a year neither all good
— nor all bad.
It will be determined which
has triumphed in accordance
with what we do with the year
to follow.
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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Only In America

Notwithstanding
Thaddeus T. Stokes

Our City Officials
The inaugural fanfare is ovei
The pre-election manuevers is
history. Ahead is a four-year
term in office for our elective
city officials. Oath of office was
administered to Mayor William
B. Ingram, Jr., Commissioners
Claude A. Armour, James W.
Moore, Hunter E. Lane and Pete
Sission as well as Judges Beverly
Bousche, Ray Churchill, John'
Colton, Kenneth Turner and
others on New Year's Day.
Newcomers are Mayor Ingram,
Commissioners Lane and Sission
and Judge Churchill.
The question most often asked
about Ingram is 'will he make a
good mayor or not?'
The future holds the answer.
However it can. be said without
doubt that he was the choice of
the majority of voters who voted
during the Nov. 7th election. It
can be said of Ingram that he
has given indications already
that he will be a "strong" mayor'
— that is — as strong as a
mayor can be under the commission form of government.
Matchmakers are also giving \
Odds that Commissioners Lane
and Sission will align themselves '
with Mayor Ingram whenever
, it mines to voting up or voting

down important issues. Despite
the fact that some politicians
lean in favor of the three freshmen voting together, it would
appear to be far too soon to cross
that bridge at this early stage in
the term.
The Ingram-Armour combat,
during pre-election days, was the
source of many news Varies,
Moore has not indicated that he'
is going to exert much effort to
cater to the Mayor's administration.
Notwithstanding the past relalationship between Ingram and
Armour perhaps both of them
will bury the hatchet and work
harmoniously for the good of
Memphis. This, they owe to the
citizens of Memphis.
Lane and Sission have an excellent opportunity to build an
enviable record for themselves
during the next four years. They
are young, energetic men who
can help bring about a new political philosophy to city hall.
Meanwhile, I congratulate the
newcomers to the political arena.
I hope the best pages in Memphis' political history can be
rightfully written during this
administration of all of the elected officials.
Good luck to them..

DARK
y NAT D. WILLIAMS

Horne Office: 236 South Wellingto, —.Phone JA 6-8397
JOHN H. SENGSTACKE
• Publisher
WHITTIER A. SENGSTACKE
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We enter the New Year with
the same hopes and anxieties as
we did the last. Which of our
wishes will come to pas,F, and
which of our anxieties will not
bring tears and despair are matters that lie far beyond our
power of prediction and introspection.
Events as a rule do not follow
an exact geometric pattern.
They occur at random. They are
not subject to calender designation. Even, the weather man,
with all his maps, modern gadgets and scientific apparata, is
never certain that his forecasts
will sustain his predictions.
Modern science has accomplished marvels in almost every
field of endeavor. But it has not
yet created the instrument or
machine that would enable man
to peer into the future and see
the coming events and their social consequences.
Many of our anxieties and
fears might be dissipated or
checked if we knew the time and
shape of the happenings that
affect and sometimes alter life's
course. Intuition or what the
para-spychologists are fond of
calling Extra Sensory Percep-

F-

ainilininunituminintimuniiiimiumummulutuoutioutiommuntiti By H AR Ry GoLDEN
Judge Elizabeth Bass Goulding of Nassau County, New
York, Family Court has come
up with an eminently practicable and sensible idea. It is to
form and organization of volunteers, who, banded together, will
comb communities in search of
constructive delinquenly prevention programs.
In other words, she wants
sensible and responsible grownup working with boys and girls,
who may go bad or who have already gone bad.
The simplicity of the judge's
approach might be the flaw in
the Whole idea. I am willing to
bet that 80 per cent of the volunteers she recruits will already
have leqt their energies to a
Red Cross drive, to the foundation of an Emergency Relief
Fund for a flooded area, or to an
integration program. It is always
the same people and usually
they can't be spread that thin to
insure our reformation.
For all our myths about
"American warmheartedness."
we are basically a negligent and
selfish people. We fear that
somehow the Federal government will assume the task of
supporting she aged and the
sick and feel this will be a terrible drain on our savings for our
country club dues.
Even more anxiety is gen-

erated by the prospect that the
unemployed may have enough
money to eke out a minimal
diet. As for migrant workers —
well, to blazes with them. It's a
free country.
The chances of a concerted
person-to-person drive, which, if
nothing else, at least would find
out something about what causes delinquency is probably too
taxing.
Judge Goulding's proposal is
that interested leaders in the
community can help in rehabilitation. It is obvious, of course,
that they and they alone can
help.
But try, as I do, to get jobs for
only 10 paroled convicts a year,
and you will shortly find out
how uninterested the community is in rehabilitation.
Most rehabilitation and forgiveness in the matters of delinquerl.cy are left to the man who
was injured, who is certainly
and understandably in no position to exercise understanding.
Our way of containing delinquency is to ask the Joan who
has had his store broken into or
his car stolen not to prosecute.
But then I remember Gandhi
said if every Indian would
weave for one hour a day, the
entire country would go warm
in the Winter. Hindus and Sikhs
and Moslem and Untouchables
still freeze in the winter.

MIKE THE MUTT
A Negro family's pet dog got
killed the other day. And a
great truth came home.
Virtually every experience of
a Negro in America has racial
overtones. For example, the
death of their dog brought forcibly home to that family what
a loyal and loved dog means to
a Negro in the United States of
America . . . 1964 . . . and all
the years before . . . and maybe
... after!
Now, this little old dog. Mike,
pet of the family concerned, had
no pedigree, or family background. Like his Negro owners,
his background was obscure. He
couldn't trace his ancestry. It
had been mixed by factors beyond his control. The family got
him from a friendly neighbor,
as a puppy, something found.
somewhere in passing. He was a
pretty, cuddly, little dog tyke.
His tail-wagging, friendly little helplessness had a captivating, and immediate appeal. He
arrived at a time when the
family's latest and youngest
children had made her presence
felt. They gave him to her. And
they seemed . . the family's
baby and the puppy . . . to have
a natural affinity for each other.
The family's baby was slightly
older than the puppy, Mike...
but they took to each other like
white op, rice. That "made it"
with the rest of the folks!
HARD TO TEACH
Mike was an ignorant kind of
pooch . . . maybe due to his
mongrel background. He was
hard to teach. He was too playful to pay enough attention to
learn good tricks. He wouldn't
stay in a dog's place. He insisted
on running all over the house
at the wrong times. He wouldn't
stay in the backyard. He'd branch
out every time, no matter how
many fences were built or gates
nailed up. He liked to chase cars
and bark half the night at
shadows.
But Mike also was one of the
world's greatest greeters. When
members of the family came
home, or brought home ostensible friends of the family, Mike
would bark a welcome . . . leap
a "come on in"... kiss hands,
beat a glad tail, let the world
know that he had welcomed
visitors, and tear on into the
house in front of everybody . .
as if assuring them that everything was copesetic. And really,
somehow, Mike's antics were
reassuring gestures for all concerned.
Mike didn't know it . . . but
all his dogginess did something
for the morale of his Negro
family. It made them feel liked
... in a world that notoriously
announces its dislike of the likes
of Negroes. Mike made his family members feel "wanted" and
deserving of love and respect,
and admiration, and prestige.
Mike made "his folks" feel
superior and "somebody."
Mike obeyed them when they

gave commands. Mike endured
... and possibly understood ...
their meanness. He never tried tc
hit back when they hit at him.
He just backed off to a safe
distance, and looked at them .. .
with a puzzled expression and a
forgiving desire. Mike was a
magnifieent mutt . . too ....
or maybe too kind . . . to turn.
against ... fools!
COULD NOT DODGE
But the greatest significance
of Mike . . . to his immediate
family of Negroes . . should
possibly be placed in another
category. When Mike was injured by a callous, passing motorist
... because Mike was old and
couldn't see too well and could
not dodge the speeding wheels
and where he shouldn't have
been, kids and oldsters all up
and down the street rushed to
pick him up.
Mike wasn't dead. But Mike
was mortally injured. So he
growled in spasms of pain. But
one of the human babies whose
early lives he had blessed and
enlivened rushed to his side .
and he stopped growling. Mike,
despite cascades of pain, followed a person he loved and who
loved him . . . to his home-side
porch. There he found he could
not walk anymore. Mike was
home . . . so, he waited for help
and death.
Help came from every member of the family. The Humane
Shelter wasn't called. Not for
Mike. A veterinarian was called
just when he was fixing to close
shop. But on the urgent pleas of
Mike's family, he agreed to wait
till they brought his broken body
to him.
The "man" of the Negro
family rushed home when informed of Mike's plight. It was
he who covered Mike with
blan\kets and lifted him into a
car to go to the veterinarian's
clinic. Mike had been there before with a broken leg received
by a car . . . with pneumonia
from a cold. The vet knew Mike.
He had sent Mike home with a
cast on his leg from the break.
He had treated Mike for pneumonia. He knew the folks loved
their "son" Mike. He seemed to
understand what a loyal dog
means to a Negro family or
any family . . . all the way. So
he gave Mike the best of his
skill.
But Mike was too far gone to
continue to minister to the psychological needs of folks who
;lave to have something or someone to look "up to them." Mike
had performed his major function. He had made a group of
Negroes feel like somebody . . .
by being loyal to them . . . by
loving them ... by treating them
with respect . . . by understanding and taking their weaknesses
... by sharing with them their
shortcomings, their miseries . . .
their being Negroes.
Mike the Mutt . . Mike the
butt of emotional satisfactions,
was dead. Long live the Mikes
in our lives! Now whatchubet!
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Being Frank

Robert Kennedy Role
Is Questioned
One of the most compound
questions today is: If Attorney
General Robert F. Kennedy,
brother and intimate advisor to
the late President, will choose
to remain in the Lyndon Johnson cabinet? Will Attorney General Kennedy eventually run
for the Presidency? Just what
are Robert Kennedy's plans?
These of course, are very difficult questions to ponder. And
nobody knows the real answer
except the Attorney General
himself, What's more, we doubt
if even he can, at this very moment, definitely state what his
future _will be.
Precisely, it is his decision to
make and none of us, regardless
of how hopeful we are that he
continue in his present role, at
least throughout President Johnson's tenure, can venture to predict what he will do. We can only live in hope that his great
dedication to the cause of human decency will keep him at
the task even in this most trying
period of all of the Kennedy
Family.
We shudder at the prospect of
trying to get passage of the civil
rights bill now before the United
States Congress without Robert
F. Kennedy functioning as Attorney General. The task, while
difficult with both him and his
late brother, working unceasingly at it, will be increasingly
more difficult without Robert
Kennedy.
liobert Kennedy not only

•

shared many of the great civil
rights decisions that were made
by the late President, but in
some instances, the Attorney
General provided the major
leadership. Therefore, it is my
hope at least that he will stay
on the job and complete the task
so nobly begun by him and his
late brother.
Realizing that Robert Kennedy has the high potentiality of
some day being President of the
United States, not only because
of his great name value, but
equally because of his tremendous ability and political knowhow, I am of the opinion that
the smartest political route for
him to pursue is that of assisting
Lyndon Johnson as Attorney
General, both in the remainder
of his emergency term, and his
possible election in his own
right as President in November,
1964.
But again, I remind you that
It Is not only improper, but extremely difficult to speculate on
another man's future plans.
Washington Correspondent William H. Stringer has made some
interesting observations recently, when he says -Attorney General Robert Kennedy, who directed his brother's successful
presidential campaign in 1980.
and who built a nation-wide political organization personally
loyal to the Kennedys. can he
very valuable to President John -son in his reelection bid next
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ALABAMA

MISSISSIPPI

BESSEMER
mother-in-law, during the
By G. W. IVEY
Christmas holidays. Mrs. Alice
_ Funeral rites for Elizabeth Lovely is from Chicago, Ill,
• ••
Williams were held at Beulah
Baptist Church with Rev. E. L. Mrs. Billy Lovely visited her
Chandler officiating. Burial parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
was in the Lincoln Cemetery Hamilton, in their home durwith Chambers Funeral Home ing the Christmas holidays.
•••
in charge.
She is survived by a son, Lucille Moore spent Christnine grandchildren and other mas in Chicago with her
daughter, Mary Harris.
relatives.
•••

TENNESSEE

A Christmas program held
at the St. John Independent
JACKSON
Methodist Church was • huge
By C. A. AGNEW
success. The MlifiCal was giv•
en by the No. 2 Choir under Funeral services for Hattie
the direction of Maggie Bar. Reid, 116 Peachtree St., were
bee Brown.
held at Mt. Olive Baptist
•••
Church with Rev. P. T. NorthGet well wishes to Mrs. ern officiating. Burial was in
John Thomas, Florence Ak- Mt. Olive Cemetery with Steens, Pearl Riley, Iola Mitchell, phenson and Shaw Funeral
Mrs. T. C. Merriweather, Home in charge.
Arter King and Mrs. 011ie Survivors include two sisMoore.
ters, Viola Powells and Susie
Taylor; one brother, Joe Johnson of South Bend, Ind.; and
two aunts, Anna McCrow and
CLARENDON
Rebecca Henderson.
• ••
By REV. D. S. ROBINSON
THE OLD WAY
Funeral services for Ora
Rev. D. S .Robinson had his
house destroyed by fire Dec. Lou Hoyle were held at PalAlbert Ross and his grandsons load barreLs
running water to the :35 homes in the vi21. He immediately received estine Baptist Church with
Into a truck to haul a two-day supply of
cinity marking the end of an era of inaid from the Red Cross, Amer- Revs. Willie Watkins and
water from the old well to their home apconvenience in getting a glass of water.
DEDICATING WATER SYSTEM
ican Legion, NAACP and Lewis Briggs officiating. Burproximately a mile away. This was how all
Ross is one of the farmers who contributed
Coley Whiting, president of the Crosby
ial was in the church cemechurches in the area.
11..-r.) Howard Bertsch of Farmers Home::
the families in Crosby community obtained
at the least, $114 for the project.
tery with Stephenson-Shaw in
water system is about to christen the water
L. E. Jackson. so-ag teacher and treasurer
water before pipes were laid extending
charge.
of the water system; I.. J. Washington, naPomp which marks the end of the old
• ••
water carrying days. The pump was made
tional field representative for Farmers
Funeral services for Ruthie
BATES VILLE
possible by a $19.100 loan from USDA's
Home; and Julian Brown, Alabama director By REV. MATTIE WATKINS Cole were held at St. John
Rev. and Mrs. R. C. Sehrib- Baptist Church No. 1 with
Administration.
Farmers Dome
a the ageno.
Participatner attended services in New Rev. S. B. Moore in charge
ing in the dedication of the project are
Ark and Rev. and Mrs. Albert Her lone survivor is a sister
iSt. Clair spent their Sunday Virgie Cole.
• ••
in LaCross.
•••
Last rites for James 0
Rev. E. Z. Mitchum of Beth- Hennings were held at Maple
el A.M.E. Church was the Springs Baptist Church with
Thirty-five rural families in meetings, 22 Of the families money left to extend the water
main speaker at the Christmas Rev. S. C. Long officiating.
the Crosby community near organized the non-profit Cros- into the homes along the twoInterment was in the church
service last Sunday.
Hayneville, Ala., had the best by Water Association and put mile stretch. For nine years
•••
cemetery with StephensonNew Year's ever because at $1.75 each into a fund to pur- the families hauled water in
The Caroll Ruckers were in Shaw in charge.
long last they got running chase a well Site near the half- barrels from the lone spigot
• ••
LaCross recently to visit his
way point eking the two miles that stood midway the comwater in their homes.
Services for Willie Gillett)
parents, the Luis Kandreys.
For as long as anyone in the of country road where the munity.
were held at Bledsoe Funeral
•••
The hardship ended a few
Agiommunity can remember, the families live.
Mabel Fleorney of Pasa- Home with Rev. Willie HobPurchase of the well site weeks ago as a result of the
Wople of Crosby have been
dena, Calif., is visiting her son officiating. Burial was in
pressed for water. Although was a - beginning, then came $19,100 loan from Farmers
sister, Myrtle Jones, and her Bascom Cemetery.
they had a deep well drilled in plans for drilling a 1.200-foot Home. "Extension of the
• ••
nieces, Ruth and Ola Marie
1955, it wasn't until a few well at a cost of $2,800 Otis water into our homes was like
Funeral services for Albert
Kitchen.
a Christmas present from
weeks ago that they stopped $650 for an electric pump.
Jones were held at Holly
The association scrimped [Santa Claus," says Coley Whithauling water in barrels and
Springs, Miss. Jones died
GOODMAN
watched in wonderment as and saved $114.75 per family iing, president of the associahere in Madison County HosBy
water flowed from spigots into for drilling costs, installationItion.
pital.
PEARLEANE BILLINGSLEA
kitchen sinks and bathrom of a pump and ,tank, and the ! "The smiles on your faces,"
Survivors include Ephram
Funeral services for Henry Jones and
facilities, according to Voca- construction of a pump house. said Administrator Bertsch,
other relatives.
Smart, 80, were held at Shady
tional Agriculture Teacher J. But when the well was coin- I"tells a story of happiness no
Grove Baptist Church with
T. Haynes, who helped lead pleted in 1955, there was no words can convey"
JOHNSON CITY
Rev. M. Stephen officiating.
the drive for a water system.
By CORTLAND R. RHEA
He is survived by three
The extension of water
306 E. Myrtle Ave.
daughters, two sons, 43 grandfrom the well into their homes
Mrs. G. R. Shearer stpent
children and 107 great-grandwas the result of an applicathe holidays in Washington.
NEW YOilnr—Eight settings jean.: Wiley College, Marchildren.
tion last spring for a $19,100
•••
D.C.
loan from the Farmers Home of prayers in praise of the shall, Tex.; Morris Brown Col•••
Mrs. C. A. Garland spent
Administration of the U.S. De- Lord will be broadcast over lege. „Mordhouse College, and
the holidays in Memphis with Prof. and Mrs. Harold Thompartment of Agriculture. The the ABC Radio Network se- !Clark College, all in Atlanta,
as have gone to spend Hy
her daughter, Fannie Smith.
loan will be repaid over a 40- ries, "Negro College Choirs,",Ga.
•••
holidays in Stateville ant
year period from monthly for one week beginning Jan. 5. I Three other UNCE Choir
The choirs of six member'programs will be heard during
Raleigh Belay Redd and Ceveland, N.C.
water fees paid by the 35
• ••
institutions of the United Ne- the month. The Huston-TillotJohnnye Williams were marfamilies.
ried Dec. 25 at the home of The James Nickles, fron
The first community-wide gro College Fund will present son College Choir in Austin,
AND IT COMES OUT HERE'
Mr. and Mrs. Booker Goosley Charlotte, N. C., are spendirr
Aliffort to obtain an adequate works of composers from the Tex., will be featured the
Mrs. J. C. Litalts:011 Ilea) is tickicd to death
Orean Cunningham, the home demonstraWpply of good water was 18th to the 20th centuries. week of Jan. 12; Fisk Univerin Leland, Miss. Redd is a their vacation here with her
parents, the C.M. Rheas.
Music will be interpreted sity choir Jan. 19-25; and
teacher here.
started 10 Oyears ago when
to see water coming from the kitchen
tor agent. The inside water puts the fin• ••
•• •
Haynes and the associate by the choirs of St. Augus- Clark College choir in Atlanta,
water
faucet
time
ishing touch on the otherwise modern
for
instead
the
first
of
The Gospel Chorus of
county extension agent, Scott tine's College, Raleigh, N.C.; Ga. founds out the January
Glenola Redd spent the holikitchen.
trucks from the well. Sharing her joy is
days with relatives in Chicago. Thankful Baptist Church pre
Billingsley, called a communi- Fisk University, Nashville, seriok Jan. 26.
sented a special program rety meeting to discuss the
•
cently. Guest speaker was W
water problem.
CORNITH
Carroll Murphy. John Wagne
Following a series of such
By REV. W. W. HAMILTON
Mrs. Creasie Jones, 68, died sang a solo. • • •
in her home after a lengthy
The Visual Aid Committee
illness. Funeral services were presented a
film for entertain
held in Lusk Chapel with ment
during the holiday sea.
McCleod officiating. Burial son
at
Thankful
Baptist
was in Forrest Hill Cemetery Church. A
social hour followwith Lusk Funeral Home in ed.
charge.
•••
She is survived by two
Cpl. Robert L. Davis from
nieces, Janice Evans of St. Camp
Leieune, N.C., is spend13—Correspondence
Louis and Fannie Bell Eding his furlough with Mary L
ClUbs
wards of Chicago.
Davis, his mother.
•••
LONELY? BE HAPPY, JOIN THE
• ••
American Club. Brut 757, Gary, Ind.
Send for intormetion today.
A Monday night church
Elizabeth
Owens returner.
service was held at the home
from Washington, D.C., wherc
30—Female Help Wanted
of Mrs. A. Jones and sponsorshe visited her daughter, Theled by the Crusaders for Christ.
MAIDS — N. y. to $65 wk. Tickets
ma Fleming and family.
sent. Job. waiting. M. & M. Agcy..
Rev. Sam M. Jones was guar.t
210 Poet Ave., Westbury, N. Y.
speaker and Isabelle Young
was mistress of ceremony.
032—Male a Female Help
•••
Wanted
Sick list: Lena Roberson,
Nancy Graham, Kenneth McDonald, Mrs. Willie Beardon, Rev. A. F. Hopper of Key
Mary McMillan and Mary West, Fla., w a s nameo
AND
Churchman of the Year OW)
Roberson.
becoming the first Negr(
Wanted to sell retail atIvertlaing In
elected vice president of th(
STARKVILLE
the Memphie market. We pay 25 per
cant and 30 per cent contract corn.
Florida Council of Churches.
By LEANDY MOORE
minion on the dollar.
The New Tri-State Defender
Dorothy Lachour Alexander, a 99 per cent white organizaMADE COLLEGE HALL OF FAME
256 S. Wellington St.
Memphis, Tennessee
Assistant
to the Librarian at tion.
Martinsville;
Portsmouth;
Janet
Twenty-four juniors and seniors at Virginia State College have been nomiLucie
Myrick,
Freeman,
and
(hester:
The honor was bestowed or,
Southern Christian
Tougaloo
nated for the 1963-64 edition of "Who's Who Among Students in American
Janelle Jones, Newport News. 13rd row, 1.-r.) Woodrow Knight. Carrsville;
112—Spiritual Advisors
College, visited Mr. and Mrs. Rev. Hopper, minister of
Universities and colleges." (Seated I.-r.) Norton Dean, Waterbury, Conn.;
Emmett Ward, Gretna; Jesse McPherson, Manguin; Frank Mathewson, John Bardwell and boys dur- Cornish A.M.E. Church, by the
PRAYER CAN
Shirley Ellchy. Portsmouth; Jesselle Mayes, Ettriek; Harriett V. WashingTarboro, N. V.; Horace Smith. Clarkton, N. C.; Phillip Byrd. Milford; and
National Council of Churches
ing the Christmas holidays.
HELP YOU
•••
ton, Winchester; Verna Holoman, Ivor, Va.; Pandora Hugger, Baydton; and
Lloyd Lawrence, Ashland; and James Prunty, Portsmouth. Others chosen
in Philadelphia where he repFIND OUT MOW MIRACLE OF
Julia Mayo, Cartersville. (2nd row, I.-r.) Joyce Mathews, Fredericksburg;
were Ruby V. Brown. Richmond and Barbara A. Flemmings, Norfolk.
PBAYER
Mary Alice Lovely visited resented the A.M.E. Zion line
can work wonder, for you. Sister Jones,
Cornelia Harris, Norfolk; Carole McCoy, Newark, N. I; Mildred Crenshaw,
Mrs. Amanda Lovely, her the Florida church delegation.
Ron 7762, Chicago SO.

ARKANSAS

MISSISSIPPI

Crosby Community Families
Get First Running Water

Negro Choirs Open '64

National
Classified Ads

Negro Veep Named
Churchman Of Year

SALESMEN
SALESWOMEN

HAVE A HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR
fs:
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1. "(5.6(nYV".". :John Raymond Rawls Claims Beverly Ann Truitt As Bride In Holiday Rites

Merry
Go-Round

The chimes of wedding bells
Christmas bells rang out
in harmony for the beautiful
▪ holiday wedding , of Miss
Beverly Ann Truitt and John
"'Raymond Rawls.
•

r and

At six o'clock, the 29th of
December,
Beulah Baptist
church, Beverly Ann, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ulysses
Truitt, was united in marriage
to John R. Rawls, son of Mrs.

Almoma Gentry and Mr. John
Rawls with Rev. W. C.
Holmes officiating.
Music was presented by
Mrs. Earline Holmes, organist,
and alra Barbara Wright and

Mr. Clyde Bettie, soloists
For the beautiful candlei;ight ceremony a sunburst arrangemnt of stock snapdragons, chrysanthemums a n d
stephanotis banked the pulpit.

Flanking the altar were Ca- Mrs. Theresia Carr. Mr. Hosea
thedral candelabra entwined Patrick, Miss Brenda Lee
with smilax.
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Carr, Mr. and Mrs. Claud
The bride, given in mar- Jones and daughter, Clau
riage by her father, wore a dette, from Humboldt, Tem
traditional gown of ivory rose- Robert Gentry, Springfie0oF
4
point lace arid peau de soie de- O
Fohrito, aBneim
dPin
rigv,ateGa
Curtis
signed with a scalloped neckline accented with seed pearls
•
and irridescents, long sleeves, Among other guests present
a voluminous skirt festooned were Mr. and Mrs.
Lonnie
with lace and a full Cathedral Briscoe and son,
Frank; Mrs.
train.
Maude Cenrty and daughter,
A miniature crown of pearls, Barbara: Mrs. Lillie
their home in Chicago, as.
Thomas,
lace and irridescents held her Mrs. Aurelia
With no specific resolutions guests of their sister, Mrs.
Burnett, Mrs.
lace mantilla. She carried a Laura White,
made for the New Year, your Ella McFall, during the ChristMartha and
lily of the valley cascade bou- Jackie Watkins
diarist, nevertheless, did hie* mas holidays, mixing both
, Mrs. Peach
quet centered with phalenop- Ola Grant, Mrs.
the new year with specific business and pleasure in their
Betty Meade
sis orchids.
deterniination to strive daily former home.
and daughter, Janice.
Her sister, Miss Mary Louise
for open-mindedness, toler- The Sengstackes attended
Also Mr. and Mrs. Dan DaTruitt, was the maid of honor, vis, daughters,
ance, friendliness, optimism, the Chicago. Assembly formal
Donna and Julie
and a cousin, Mrs. Clarence and son, Larry;
and thankfulness. And, de- dance on December 28. WhitMrs. Beatrice
Walk,
was matron of honor. Bowen, Miss Jackie
parting bouts of a rough, win- tier, Sr. is a member of the
Briggs,
Bridesma
ids
were Miss Autrie Mr: Oscar Soles, Miss
tery onslaught helped
us Assembly.
Emma
Campbell, Mrs. Dorothy Moore, Mrs.
warm to the cheers of "Off
At the formal, they exHazel Wilkerson,
Wright
and
Mrs.
LaVerne
Hos- Mrs. Elaine Whitsell, Mrak
with the old and on with the changed greetings with many
kins.
new". . . and found that came of their friends, whose friendMarilyn Holmes, Miss DeloreW
ATTEND
ENTS' ATTIRE
with "Ringing out the old ships date back to early childPrince, Mrs. Barbara Wright,
•
year and ringing in the new hood. Among those were: EdTh ey wore floor-length Misses Etoile and Claudette
gowns' of pink peau de soie Clift, Miss Elaine Mayhorn,
year," and the poignancy of winna Harris Cuyjet, Gladys
with bell-shaped skirts and Mrs. Doris Guy, Mrs. Estella
"Auld Lang Sync" on New and Francis Taylor, Mary Ann
carried bouquets of chrysan- Bland and daughter, Beverly,
Year's Eve.
and Sebert Shanklin, Johnnie
themums.
Perhaps 1963 was a fine and Larue Smith, Joseph RolMr. and Mrs. Singer Owens,
Rod ice Walton was the flow- Miss Hervine Anderson, Mr.
year to be thoroughly com- lins, John Rogers, Edwinna
er girl. Her pink peau de soie John Edwards, Mrs. Lucille
pleted, ended as it did with Hoard and husband, Proctor
gown was enhanced by a huge Hill, Mrs. Melba Hudson and
so much sadness in our na- Wiggins and many others,
bow, and she wore a velveteen daughter, Margaret, Mrs. Eartion. We can only hope that On December 29, they were
streamer in her hair. The ring line Holmes and daughter
1964 will see the fruition of the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
s,
the dreams of people and na- Joe Abbott on South Michigan
bearer was Roderic* Courtney Lynn and Jan, Mrs. Emma
tions before—life, liberty, the Avenue at a family reunion.
Green, Mrs. Louise Jackson
Truitt, the bride's nephew.
The bridegroom's brother, and Mrs. Josephine Winbush.
pursuit of happiness—to say All the Sengstacke clan were
nothing of health, happiness present.
Robert Gentry, came from
Springfield, Ohio, to be best
end prosperity.
They also had _breakfast
man, Groomsmen were James
The days leading up to New with Mattie's sister Mary—
Year's Eve were dotted with Mr. and Mrs. Harry Johnson,
Truitt, brother of the bride;
warm glows of friendly and who has visited in Memphis.
Dave Hill, James Holmes and
Roy Hoskins. ,Ulysses Truitt,
family gatherings, and perhaps Dinner at another sister's
one of the cheeriest, imbued home found them the guests
Jr., another brother of the
with warm and long-lasting of Mr.' and Mrs. James Johnbride, served as head usher.
feelings of friendship, was the soilA reception followed the
Members of the Live Y'ell
smart luncheon given by MISS
wedding in the reception room
New Year's Eve found the
.•,
ROBERTA CHURCH and Fred Sengstackes playing host
of the church. Receiving with Club of the Young Women
MISS ANNETTE CHURCH. of at a party for the Sengstackes.
the couple were their parents. association
celebrated Christ. Washington, D.C. and Mem- On New Year's Day, Mrs
Mrs. Ulysses Truitt wore a
mas with a party at the home
teal blue dress of peau de soie
phis, for apother group of their Sengstacke's brother and
covered with silk organza of a member, Mrs. Alma Morfriends, Slowing the one pre- sister-in-law held an open
with hand-sewn pearls and ris,. 981 Alaska.
viousy %entioned for the house, the hosts being Mr.
The young adults met at the
sequins. Mrs. Almonia Gentry
Phyllis Wheatley Club at the and Mrs. Frank Pryor on
Mr. and M
Aloha() Wilson!Washington High School in home at 548 Jensen Road.
and Mrs. James L. Gleese, Mrs. wore a pale blue lace dress, Branch on Mississippi Blvd.,
Passport Room.
South Parkway. Another were
and then went in a body to
hosts when members of11965, held their annual Holi- A:sisting with the affair was Norma Williams, Mrs. Cloteal a white beaded
At the same setting, the brother and sister-in-law e
hat and matchMrs. Morris' home where they
"the Club '46, students whmday Extravaganza on Satur- Mrs. Eva Tillman, a member Thomas and Mr. and Mrs. A. ing accessories.
-a
Misses Church were elegant a buffet supper for our Memenjoyed games, singing, a n d
Wilson.
hostesses for a group of old phians. Also entertaining with graduated from Hooke r T.:day night. Dec. 28. in their,')f the Social Committee.
THE
HOSTES
SES
.
fellotvsbip. Members exchang1 Guests were entertained in
And Mrs. M. Walker, Mr.
friends. The ba nquet table Ma ie as guest of honor
was .
the couple's marble-type den, and Mrs. T. Martin, Mr. and Serving as hostesses for the ed gifts and ended the evenwas beautiful with its holi- Mrs. Holly (Claudine)
"Chicag
said.
cago
o
receptio
he
was
Brinkley
n
Howard
ham
Uniwere
Miss Delois ing with refreshments.
Lee.
which was decorated with sea- Mrs. J. Arnold, Mr. Kermit
day decorations that featured]Both are members
Prince, Miss Delores Hill, Mrs. Mrs.
of the same for the Birds," and wondered versity, and another local sena! flowers. While guests Wright.
Morris' home was deMrs. Ophelia Little, Peggy
a miniature silver metallic Parent Study Group
Johnson
Helvetii
"if
was
lovely,
Anegla
Jones,
Owens,
Mrs.
a
Clancy Wal- corated with Christma
in Chiphiyed games. beautiful music Mrs. Robbie McCoy, Mrs. Mary
s lights.
tree with red decorations cago, named the Pollegrio having another party?"
lace,
Miss
graduate
Diana
student
at
Fisk
Briscoe,
s.
Miss The recreation room had an
'was played to the fashionably ,Martin, Mrs. Doris Williams,
poisea atop a Christmas red,1Both Claudine and MattieEthel Marie
Patsy
Universi
Strong,
ty,
Jackson
John
entertai
II.
Miss
e-1
eMargaret enormous silver tree centered
was
dressed men and women.
Mrs. Amanda Palmer, Mrs. C.
felt oval cover atop whitelserved on the Coordina
•nrtv on New Y ar's I and George Jackson from
ting
Present for the affair were Graham, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Beddingfield, Miss Willie Ann in it. Other members particidamask with gold reindeer, Council of Youth Groups.
Day in the home of Mrs. Eu- Tennessee State University, Mr. and Mrs. N. Wooten, Mr. Bled Soc. Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Young, Miss Brenda Also- pating in the activities
were,
Santa and other symbolic Here gathered a group
of gene Helm on South Calumet ,the latter in my home room and Mrs. Flenoid Aldridge, Rev. Wortham, and Mr. and Mrs. brooks and Miss Yvonne Bail- Miss Germaine Ball, Mesdames
decor in gold gilt. Trellises of very intimate friends at
ey.
Manassa
last
'class
s,
year
an Avenue. Game,.
at
d
d
•
Nettie Brawn, president PriWilliams Ward, who were
gold metal scrolls outlined the afternoon luncheon
The bride's brother, Benja- cilia Hurts, Lucille
. So pre- dancing were the events of suave George Lowe from Milhouse guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Love, Ida
table, which was also enhanc- cious to her are they, that
min Truitt, a petty officer Jackson. Eddie
she that affair. Little guests in-'ford Prep School at Milford,
Mae Flowers,
ed with interspe
•
rsed red se- is afraid to name
e them for eluded Carvn White Tommy , Conn . erudite Art Williams
with
the
Myrtle
Naval
Daniels,
Security DeMembers of the club held
Beatrice Por•
quinned Christmas candles, fear of leaving one name
•
Atchison.!
out Simpson. Harvey Redmond.- tom s .
"lenr last meeting of the year partment flew in from Key ter, Willis Pegues, Ruth PorPlace cards were of white vet_ of the group by momenta
Brandon '
rily Therese Helm, Herman Helm. Kansas, Carolyn
Iter,
Tecora
Smith,
en the home of the president, West, Fla., for the
Gloria D.
lum with miniature green forgetting. Mrs. Charles Philwedding.
and many other youngsters:whose charms grace Linenlit I
Moses, and Addie Owen, YID
Mrs. Cora Meese, and made
wreaths, with red script,
lips was hostess to a group But. Ethel said that she would University's cntnu
Out-of-town guests included CA branch director.
l
iii jet-1 The Golden Circle Soeiall pans
a
s
for the Calendar Tea to
Enjoying the lovely lunch- iii her lovely home on South "hold to
a lanip post to stay" ! fcrson City. Miss., an( her !, and Thrift club held its annual !
eon and the opportunity le:Prairie
Avenue.
.
in the Windy City. if it were high •school senior ;it St. holiday dinner at the dining be held in 1964.
chat with the two delig htu
Devotions were led by Flenf 11 A delightful luncheon was not for her dog.
-IIS G• dF rka ND'room of Universal Life Insurpersonalities whose histories iserved, and there was bridge,
ance company d urine the re oil Aldridge, and he read someCITY HALL RECEPTION
are so entwined with the games and chit chat.
cent
holiday-s
and both mem- t.laing appropri
Guests The beautiful new contern- ' We joined the throngs of !
ate for the
history of Memphis were attending were Mrs.
John porary home of Mr. and Mrs. citizens to attend the gala hers and guests enjoyed the ' Christm
as .season. Mrs. Eva
Mesdames Lewis H. (Ann 1(Theresa) Palmer, Mrs.
affair.
Percy Taylor Ward on Castalia Street reception of The Honorable
Reba) Twigg. Harold (Ellea)7iirriley, Agnes Lewis.
The club donated $50 to the Tillman read the minutes of
William B. Ingram, Jr., MaySmith. James (Jewel) Hul-,Chandler, Helen Nelson, Lucy was the scene of the annual
or of the City of Memphis Memphis branch of the NAA- the previous meeting, and Mrs.
Henholiday
party
for
members
of,
burt, Phillip (Alma) Booth, iletta Pelkey, Mercedes
Kemp: Devoue Bridge Club last Sat- hororing the City Commis- CP, and $60 to another charm- !Selena Wortham gave a report
W. 0. (Mignonette) Speight.'Ida Holt, Genne
Channer, urday night compliinenting sioners. the City Judges, the1 by.
on finances.
W. 0. (Jewel) Speight, Jr.,
Patton: Mrs. Robert M. their
Mrs. Rosebud Howard is
husbands and escorts.,Juvenile Court Judge and the1
Also present for the meeting
Fred (Edna) Hutchins, Wil- Platon, Jo Mitchell,
presiden
of
t
the
club,
Mrs.
School
Board
Doris Making merry were all the
of the City of
ham (Addie) Owens,
—
J. D 'Funchess, Robertina Lance, members with the exception Memphis, on Thursday, the] Alfred Duncan, secretary, and was James King. advisor for
(Bernice) Williams, Thomas Gwendolyn Cummings, Marian
the olub.
f January. at the Mrs. Ellen Dixon, reporter.
of Dr. and Mrs. Byes, who;second
H. (Helen) Hayes,
9 P.'
Elizabeth , McCon, Mayne W i 1 I i am s.. were busy entertaining their Mayor's Office in the CeerlGoldsby, Taylor C. D. (Fran- , Mayne
Purifoy, Josephinelhouseguests,
house.
the
ces) Hayes,
Misses
DiMarjorie /les ! Bouldin. Assisting Mrs. Phil
It was a warm and delightthen, Miss Marion M. Speight lips were her two lovely-lane Hambrick and Delores • ful event,
rich with the vigor
!
Gray of Fisk University and
of Memphis and
Daytona 'daughters, Mrs. Walter (Bev- i their collegian son, James, Jr. of young, vibrant and fresh
Beach. Fla., and Miss Alabama lerly) Pegues and Mrs.
enterering
the
Thomas'. . .Leola and Herman Gil- irdividuats
Howard.
i(Shirley) Marshall.
liana, Sally and Caffrey Bar- ;roles chosen for them by the
CLUB
-Invited but sending regrets . tholomew, Grace and Dr. W. voters , of the City of MemThe lovely home of Mr.
and '-due to other commitments: A. Young. Allegra and Jesse phis.
Mrs. Nathaniel Jackson
were
Blanche Gaston. Ruth Turner.
was
Iris and Mation Har- ' Scores of beautiful bouquets
the setting of the gala
New Sayre. Blondean Easly, Fe-1ris. Edith and Powers Thorn- decorated the Mayor's office
Year's Eve party of
mires
Albritto
n, Alice Hudson ton. Ida and Harold
the Les
te.
Jamison. and we felt the warmth of
Demoiselles Bridge c I u and Lois Searcy Pitts.
b
,Liz and Emmilt Simon, Vie- each of the honored guests,
which brought the New
Whittier
Jr.
was
guest of toria Hancock and Dr. Coop- .and the Mayor, his charming
in with a bang( Good Year • a party given by
(",-;,
,
:taa:.
wife and delightful two her.
Fred Graves ,er Taylor, Lyn Ross and
music,
Dr.
good food and plenty of good1of the University of
Illinois. B. F. McCleaves, and of . as they shook hands and recompany made the
evening !Both Fred and Whittier, Jr. course. the genie; hosts of .ceived the felicitations of the
roost enjoyable with
hundu.ds of well-wishers who
the prop- were teen reporters for the Chez Ward.
er atmosphere created
attended the affair from three
with ' Chicago Defender. Whittier, MORE COLLEG
IANS
Jr. atiended many other
outstanding decorations
Sin(it SIX.
by
par-. ll
na
we
ra
y could not reMrs. Barbara Williams.
ties and playstu
The Tri-State Defen,, er
while there. a:al, .,1 the
collegia
ns
who were aizain extends its
Among the many guests
best wisaes
and Freddie was surprised with , home for the hoidays,
a party giveu by Charles
members present were Mr.
and are to Our elected officials
Phil- happy to remembe
and
to make
r that we Memphis
Mrs. Robert Boyd, Mr.
'lips. Jr. It was interesting
a better place of
and
to omitted several that
Mrs. Nathaniel Jackson, Mr. sec Fred worrying
we know ; "Good Abode,"
and to give
his parents!
and Mrs. Walter Moore,
return to Memphis sour a , well . . . Dorsey Hopson hum our fair city the vitality it
Mrs.
.Knoxvil
Marie Berkley, Mr. and
le
a
e
C
I
g
MatI
.
e
.
.
• richly deserves in keeping
Mrs. difficult time making an adCharles Williams, Mrs.
Clara justment last year to the calm Weed, Jr. from More- with the forward march of
Hill M
Mr. and Mrs. Henry ,Bitiff City. When
house.
..Lovels, Paulette time and progress.
enleaving Ch
•
Sanders, Miss Amanda
—
Jones,
Clyde Johnson, Miss
Burns, Mr. and Mrs. EarlRose
Ingram, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Self, Mr. and Mrs. Leo Winfrey and Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Whittier Sengstacke and family visited
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BRIDE'S GROOM

a

OTHER GUESTS

•

TIME FOR THE NEW

The SI
eon at
the h

33
In a se
finery and
gaiety,

Live Y'ers Club
Entertained At
Member's Home

MR. AND MRS. JOHN RAYMOND BAWLS

Members Of Club'46 Feted In Home Of Alonzo Wilsons

Also a
Crocke ,
Miss 1)

T.
Spec

Club Shies $50 'Wilson.
To Local

DEVOUE HOLIDAY PARTY !

'MN

1
, 1

MO

1955
#587
1955
1956

oft

amigo

1961
1961

Imam.

Shop Thursday 9:30

HousefuI of
....got Furniture
'Z
.,- 15800

LES DEMOISELLES

JANUARY

4

1958
Fina

A

ii

MUPS
QUAINT!Tv'

THE

ALACE

CLOTHING CO.

Buy Your
1964

214-16 SO. MO STREET
Across from Maico Theatre

Cars Or
Used Cars

Dress your entire family
for The Occasions
1964

From Us
FINAtICING TD SUIT
YOUR PURSE

HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD
WORLD'S LARGEST FORD
DEALERS

IHIRO & GAYOSO
111 6-8871

EA

SUPER IfeCoL WM
SERVES 3

DOUBLE
COLA

Reasonable prices & EZ Terms
Home Store, For Home People,
your account's welcome
OPEN NITtLY

TV
Measure•
writ
17”

Philco
tPRVICI 551145

HOUSE of CHROME
Discount Furniture Mart, Inc.
92 NO. MAIN ST
525-6618

of winter fashions! ..
luxurious fur trimmed
COATS—stunning
DRESSES—carefully
tailored SUITS-and a wonderful
assortment of
SPORTSWEAR,
SHOES, MILLINERY
and BAGS! . . . each is
REDUCED TO CLEAR

LANDRES • 88 S. Main • 526-41S1

•
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DEFENDER

be sorority members were photographed during a luncheon at the Passport Room at Metropolitan Airport dnring
the holidays. They are, seated, left right, Misses Rita

Sanders, Margaret Turner, Joan McCullar, Claudine Stallsburry. Sandra Bass, Freddye Ray, 1.ucille Tunstall, Joyce
Gates, Lynn Rumpus, Annie P. Falls, Eddye Dale Ford. and

Pass a

Regina MeClaun. Standing, Mkses Sue Parham, Curiene
Hamilton. Jacqueline Briggs, Barbara B. Bowling, Hazel
Abron, Lilian Ann Abron, Mary Wallace, Georgeanna

•

dent and Rubye Washington.
LeMoyne college: Freddye
Ray, Catherine Ivy, Alfreda
Wooten and Eddye Dale Ford.
In a setting of Christmas members of Delta Sigma Theta at the Metropolitan Airport, brought greetings from the late Tennessee Slate University: Lan. college: Lynn Bumpus,
finery and an atmosphere of sorority held a holiday supper Dec. 30.
President John F. Kennedy, Curlews Hamilton, Joyce Gates, Inez Crockett, Martha Dixon,
gaiety, 33 undergraduate meeting in the Passport Room • The affair was highlighted President Lyndon B. Johnson, Annie P. Falls, Elizabeth Pru- Diane Armstrong, Joan Mc.
when members listened to the and Representative (Soror)
50th Birthday recording which Edith Green, founders and national officers.
Attending were six of the
seven charter members of the
recently established Epsilon
Kappa chapter at Memphis
State university. Presented
was Miss LeMpyne Soror Eddie Dale Ford. A report was
The home of Mrs, Maggie made -by Soror Geraldine
Newson of 1189 Krayer was Gray, a junior exchange stuthe setting for an elaborate dent at Wellesley college in
New Year's dinner and party Mass. Represented were nine
for the Alpha Beta chapter of chapters of t h e Southern
Alpha Pi Chi sorority mem- Region. Sorors who attended
bers and their friends.
schools in the Midwest and
Members- who greeted their Eastern Regions of Delta Sigfriends at the affair were So- ma Theta, but who live in
rors Thelma Davidson, presi- Memphis were present.
dent; Minnie L. Allen, Maggie Schools and representatives:
Newson, the hostess; Susie Morgan Stare College: Soror
'Hightower, Lucille Gist, Sel- Lilia Ann Abron; Purdue UniAswfik,
ma Smith, Linnie Johnson, versity: hazel Abron; KenAlso attending the luncheon were, seated: Miss Inez
Essie Fletcher and Elizabeth tucky State: Mary Wallace;
Crockett and Miss Martha Dixon. Standing, left-right, are
Verse.
Betthune-Cookmant Margaree
Miss Delores Hill and Miss Mae Frances Cook.
Among the guests were Turner; Tougaloo S. C. college:
Mesdames Ora D. Frieson, Georgeanna Dean; 'Fisk UMBirdie Lenoir, Bernice Strong, varsity: Rita Sanders and LuRuth Cummins, Louise Gas- cille Grinner.
ton, Aline Upchurch, Myrtle
Las Cruces, New Mexico:
Claxton, Tealie McClain, Sa- Barbara Bailey Bowling; Clark
die L. Murphy, Sara R. Carr college: Sandra Bass; Knoxand Celestine Lee.
ville college: Lucille Tunstal;

n ergra uate Members UI Uelta Sorority Allena supper

Dean, Geraldine Gray. Catherine Ivy, Diane Armstrong.
Alfreda Wooten, Elizabeth Prudent, Shirley 11111, Barbara
Mull, Billie Gale Baker, Rubye Washington, and Lucille
Grinner.

Cullar, Delores Hill, Regina
MeGlaun and Mae Frances
Cook; Wellesley college: Geraldine Gray.
Alumnae members present
included Mesdames H
1
Abron, graduate student at

aze

Sorority Presents
New Year's Party At
Newson Residence

ome
or

lvd.,
to
hey
nd

all
rI

flies

P, 1-

Purdue university, E. Lorene
Osborne, president, Memphis
Alumnae chapter; Rosalind
Hayes, Miss Gloria lientrel,
Vernice Nabrit, Miss Johnetta
Thomas, Advisor to Epsilon
Kappa chapter; Mary W. Collier, national chairman nominating committee. Miss Rosa
Robinson, co-sponsor of Holiday Supper and Miss Maggie
L. McDowell, co-sponsor and
regional director.
OTIIER MEMBERS who
stopped by on their way to
another Passport Room engagement were: Mrs. Addle
Jones, a former regional director; Mrs. Vivian D. White
of Cleveland, Ohio; Mrs. Lillian Campbell, a former Memphis alumnae president; and
Mrs. Aline Lowe and Mrs.
Ernestine Cunningham.

RED

*ANNOUNCING NEW OPENING

RIVER
VALLEY

T. BALLARD AUTO SALES
95 SO. LAUDERDALE

Specialty in Sound Cars under $500
1955 BUICK Special, 2 Dr. H.T
$495
1g8 FORD, V 8, Autom., Rh
$495
M51 OLDS. Super 88, 4 Dr., R.H $495
1955 -01.05. Excellent Cond., R.H 995
1956 PONT. 1 Dr. H.T
$495
NEW AT THIS LOCATION
BUT YEARS AT CAR SALES
1961 CHEV. V 8, P.G., R.H., 2 Dr 5995
Solid Black
1961 FORD 6 Cyn., Overdrive
$995
Like New
1958 FAIRLANE (500) 2 Dr., H.T
$695
NICE, Pleasing
Financing No Problem
526-1856

YOU CAN TRAIN TODAY
ADVANCED
FOR BETTER PAY
BUSINESS
TOMORROW
COLLEGE
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY TRAINING
DAY AND EVENING CLASSES
NOW YOU CAN HAVE A SECURE
FUTURE WITH HIGHER PAY
BY TAKING ONE OF OUR

BETTER BUY AT

HERFF FORD

1350 Madison Ave.

275-1108
_4111111MIIIIIMMEW

'iracksrararyeJeacar._•raryoriiiaruar_:or.iLiocatnaracseSearaCks

Jordan Lumber Co.

In-lown and oat-0NOwn customers. Special rash und
priies on Ayr entire Mock 01 lumber and hnIlding msterIala
Too many items to list them ell-but ohms n below are some of our low, 10,0 prices.
HARDWOOD t1
19 31.
FLOORING... 11111
0AK-U GRADE
tioact. Sound.
Useble Grade.
DON'T MISS THIS ONE!

Cedar Closet I Inter. SO'
bundles SPECIAL .. 14.15
DECKING-100.4 USABLE
DOI. 545-4 end 6 Ft.
leg. 54S-4 and 6 Ft
lad Potion. a end 6 Ft.
1111 )100011. 4 add 6 St.
All Above Dense-141 M
Rome avail. In 1 Ft.-111 M
Frtra

DOORS
1.6"rt'1"-1% WC.
I.auan
N.C.
14x41"-141 WC.
Lauen
2.11.41"

YELLOW PINE
FLOORING
144 Utility - P.E.
113, No. 1-E.M. .
114. No. 1-E.M.

14.15

0.70
SCA

ENTRANCE DOORS
1'10"Ret"-lai Latino
Dl., It
111.71
31"0.1"-Ika
3 Stag. 1.1.
5l45

140
571
Ill

FLOORING
Overstocked - I Ft. Only
Ix& Na. 2
S71
1x4, D Grade
IN
lee. IS and Better . 3111
Now Is Ma time to re.
floW
Vituorch-at thin
CHEAP

1.6-Pat. III
$75 lit
lx&-Pat. 101 Siding . SPI
Ix/ V. P. Deckine. FHA 10
thro 16' Pine ... 129.59
2.5-1. thro It'
571.50
2110-4' thee le!'
SI15.00
704-1 Fir
Yle en.
214-FIr R. L.
SO M
4x1-Anshalt SAO.
147.00
SiD Costa.? Nalla
110.50
164) Coated Nada
SIO.IS
Mixed Nails
Se lb
Roll Rooting. Green ..
S1.11

IS DOOR UNITS
Adhastable Jamb.
Sides Trimmed
Look Set
$14.13
Misc. I.S. Door
Units ... .11.1S to 11211
MI.. 0.1. Door
Units
S/3.11 te IIII/./1
Approx. IN 141.0, Doors.
I.S. and 0.5., elieht
defect. but usable
57.75 to 17.10
Dbl. Inside door unite
Inc closets
1113.111

SPECIAI TIES
Pasta.. I ogles
...
Bedroom lock.
Bath lock
Key and Knnb
ten. Locks
Tub Enclosures
Foldl,5 Door.

$1.40
51.10
51.50
33.15
117.15
113.55
113.1$

NO. 1 NEW ROOFING
214 Lb. Strip Sh1l.....11.99
235 Lb. Ste. Shgl
$5.99
45 Lb. Smooth Roofing
1130
SS
.
. 11.0
''''''
41 Lb.
11.16
11" Selvege Slate
. 11.1S
IS and 30 Lb. Felt
$7.11
!. Roof Neils. 10e lb.. 111.71
Ni) SECONDS OR SALVAGE
SHEET ROCK
i n" egg
as" 4rt
I,,. 413
Joint ,ement. 25 Ihs
750 it TaoBlue W. R. Nall..
100-Lb.
'

ill,
51.5,
$1.11
11.71
. {Pr
114.0

NOTICE-Along with /wing
Burkhell's No. 1 Memphis
Daalor-ate Rhin have
mint Paint Lines0.S. White ..Irnm 511.75
I.S. Iklex _from 02.75
Floor Enamel thorn 13.39
REMEMRTR-Wo prefer to
sell Duality but we also
oril comnnlitive naint
1,0k
r,,,nz Brush 51 95
Ste, Ladders
from II SI
Pen and Roller Set
fele
le Extension
Loader
01551
Plastic Deny Clothe
21c

TRAMPOLINF.S-New
Used.
Official

and

$7115 'to

QUALITY STORM DOORS
ALUM WINDOWS
1111
.
0
.0" Units
110.65
2'11"0.4" Units
113.71
11'0"x4'4" Comb.- Pieter. $47.00
HURRY!

As
Low $9
As

FORDS

Wagon, R.N. Auto. Power & Factory Air
1963 MERCURY
1962 FORD Country Squire, 9 Pass. Like New
1963 T. BIRD Power &
One Owner
1962 T. BIRD
Low Miles
1961 BUICK
P.S.,
One Owner
1961 CHEV. 4D,., R.ri.,
1963 FORD . Fastback, 300
P.S. & Air
1962 FALCON
R.H: Autorn
Air Low Miles,

Power & Air Very

4 Dr., H.T.,

Brakes,

AuAuto,,.

Won't Lest Lone
At These Prices
• le" Knotty Pine ..
• Ve" Nat'l Ruch 4.1 0.75
• W. Woman,
• D. Select Ash .
SSIS
FIR PLYWOOD
'4"-4x1
sa"-exl

12.49

M.P., Autom., Autom

Cord

Deluxe Model,

/4.12

2195
S2295

1954 FORD
1955 FORD Wagon, V.8, S. S
1956 FORD 2 Dr., St. Drive
1958 OLDS. 98, 4
1960 FALCON
1958 FORD Eflog,

4 Hoer. lit. Win. ..

13.95

14411. window
•
14.91
OTHER SUES-Fame ... 11.71
CEILING TILE
Whim. .

•

White-Painted Bevel .
Sculn!ured
Mourtical. oinooint

MIS
111.10
11290
114 90

It may take a .telc uneaten to serve yon---hat the
LOW price and HIGH QUALITY ts well worth waiting for.

JORDAN LUMBER CO.
-Sine• 1896A2S2S-49S7S2WWS829S2S1929SiiseVS3V445A3PC39
,,
, ,s7SPIA7S.795.
7575392.9999

WI4 8-1644
eseVitctvc?

D

S299`
.;

$ 1795
s1395
2695

s 1295
'295
'$495
395
5495
5795
$295

HI.

D•luse Model

INERFF FORD
2450 SUMMER
Open Mites

FRIED

$3895

NO DOWN PAYMENT ,
Runs Good

WINDOWS

BOILED

Down

0.15

96" P102. One Mite

COME ON IN',

S2S757S3V-30g?SagerteViC4S2S3SPS

2450 SUMMER
New 1964
Commut•r

vorKW001.
INSULATION
Get ready for cold weather.
WIII1E
THESE
PRICES
I AST-Re-11- 111.50. Semi-hick 13130. Full Thick SOSO.

FREE FIRFW(R/I)
Wei can Aandle your art re bililding needs. If ;terns me not in
stock sets can get Own ler you at • small handling cha,gd.
DELIVERY TERMS ALWAYS ARRANGED

1125 Merida of MeLemer•

queline Briggs, Miss Sue E. Parham.
Standing: Miss Shirley Hill, Miss Barbara
Mull, Miss Bilk Gale Baker, Mrs. Lorene
Osborne, president Memphis alumnae
chapter; Miss Johnetta Thomas, advisor:
Miss McDowell.

COURSES OR ONE OF OUR TYPING
AND SHORTHAND COURSES.
WRITE OR CALL FOR FREE
INFORMATION ON ALL COURSES
OFFERED BY:

aer'Se.525t5e.Sad.Se.545252573625?..S6656BITEIV5256
.73c.)cLeJe_Soc000r_sor

BAFROGRA-!1"64 AT-

arc: Miss Claudine Stansbury, Miss Jac-

IBM

ADVANCED BUSINESS COLLEGE

T. BALLARD AUTO SALES
95 So. Lauderdolo
•

Chartermembers of Epsilon Kappa chapter of Delta are looking over some material
concerning the sorority with Miss Maggie
McDowell. regional director who is
standing at the right. This is the first Negro sorority to establish a chapter at Memphis State University. Seated, left-right

POTATOES

458-1151

FRESH
Natural True Flavor
Northern Grown
_

RED RIVER
VALLEY

POTATOES
M the
meal
'
None Better' Solid eating
ploesure your family will
thorhughly enjoy.... Emmy
on the budget too!

(E)

Rod River Valley Potato Committee
Bart warm Yorks, Minn.
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THE CISCO KID

Big Ben Bolt

• • •

GUNS ARE NEAR EMPTY!
GOT ID MAKE EVERY
BULLET COUNT!

-1-E
ALLTHE—
SAME
TO YOU,WOULD YOU
MIND LETTING.ANDY
GO RIGHT ON THINKINGI I'M AN
HONE-ET MAN?

GAN
HAvE A MN UTE WITH YOU,
MR. BOLT?

6UESEI WYE-THAT BOY
—AND IT WOULD BREAK MY NO WEED
HEART IF HE
FOR Hlm-To
KNEW I
KNOW MR.
WAS PART
BRAND.
OF THIG
DIRTY
DUENESS.
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THERE MORE COMM!
LETS GET AWAY FROM
PERE!
GUESS my QUrTTING
MR.ERAND WON'T DO
;-1 NO H 4 V.'.;EtE!I—
SEEiO45A5140411+.2
TOLD ME HE WAS
THINKING OF RETigNe ANY-

3

NO HARM AT
ALL,ANOY. HE
WAS VERY
FOND OF YOU,
YOU '<NO,!.

ANDS LIKED HIM
FINE. MAYBE
SOMEDAY I'LL
6EXTO SEE
AGAIN.
YOU-THINK
SOASEKI*7

etE, ANDY. NOW,
HADN'T YOU
5 i
GETTO
- *THOSE „411
SCHOOL-

HENRY
BRICK BRADFORD
VOIOR BILLY GOAT
IgN'T FEELING:4
11D0 OOM
HENRY!
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IT ISN'T OURS!....SO
Ye5,YE/, I ,AW
GET BUSY AND
THE COMET-LIKE
COME ON
'SPACES TRAVELER,
OVER I4ERE!
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wA5 SOME EARTH
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Look ,GENERAL,
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MERRY-GO-ROUND
CHECK OUT Ti.ta
FOR MONTHS! I
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NEED A FEW DAV5, THE INFORMATION
014 IT,ANC, THEN
REST!
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YOU'RE A HARDMAN,
GENERAL-I....KEEP A
HOT Lime OPEN!,..IF YOU
HAVE ANY MORE
SIGHTINGS, CALL ME.
I'LL BE READY TO
LEAVE TONIGHT!

OKAY, &RICK!
I KNEW YOU'D
Do IT'. SEE YOU
LATER!
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TSU Cagers Outpoint
McMurray Highlanders

Magicians Play Host
ia1—T—S--1 To Dillard And Miles
0
Th)
•HORIZON Before Date At Lane

nessee State and Southern the team. Coach McLendon
matched for the first time will be among the spectators
since Coach Mack took over in the stands watching.

.
THIS IS YOU14
kig
SPACETRACK
SYSTEM

By EARL S. CLANTON III iSouthern Illinois before reNASHVILLE—Agile 6-foot- turning to Kean's Little GarTHE SRI< E DETCCTION AND TRACKING SYSTEM(6PADATO
Jan. 9, for a
five Willie Porter paced Ten- den Thursday,
IS THE NEW LOT FACILITY OF ThE NORTH
doubasketball
benefit
joint
AMEk'ICAN AIR DEFENSE CCMAND TO
Tuskegee and this helped the nessee State University's TiJAMES SANDRIDGE
Fisk
pits
that
bleheader
DETECT AEROSPACE ATTACK
play Magicians preserve their lead. gers as they trounced the MacAGAINST THE CONTINENT. and
1111111.1.11111By Bill LITT411111111111111111$111 Lehloyne's Magicians
State
Kentucky
against
with Murray College Highlanders
weak
was
LeMoyne
here
teams
-conference
two non
against
squad were juniors and Bluff on their Bruce Hall court next outside shots, but big James 95 to 65 in Kean's Little Gar- Southern university
DOMINATE ALL-STATE
State.
According to Tennessee A Citians. Houston Chaffin was week, taking on the always Gordon, junior forward from 'den last Friday night to post Tennessee
This brain child of Tennes& I State head coach John the Prep League's leading pass colorful Dillard University five Louisville, made up for any of their eighth win of the season.
Merritt, the best football in receiver as he led pass-minded from New Orleans on Monday the Magicians' shortcomings. Outclassing the Highlanders see State's national alumni and
the state of Tennessee is play- Manassas in a third place night, Jan. 13. and the rough He was high man of the night from Jacksonville, Ill., 61 to the Nashville Fisk Alumni
ed in Memphis. The release of league finish. Chaffin pulled and ready Miles College ag- with 29 and tusned in a Su- 28 by intermission, greyhound club affords a unique twist.
Richtwo
the 1963 THSAA All-State in 10 passes for TD's and
Porter took scoring honors Southern Jaguar's Coach
gregation from Birmingham perior performance.
Robert Nelson, senior venter, with 21 points while grabbing ard "Dick" Mack and Coach
grid eleven with five Prep more for extra points.
on Wednesday night, Jan. 15.
The most exciting end was These will be the last games was another important figure 20 rebounds. Big Bobby Ed- Hunter played for Kentucky
League members picked, makes
a great prophet out of Mer- Bobby Smith whose clutch before the first semester ex- for LeMoyne, especially on monds opened the scoring State's Coach Johnny McLenTHE AIR FORCE SFE1C.ETRACX SYSTEM
don when the cage mentor was
defense.
ritt.
pass receptions allowed Mel- amination break.
with the game'sb
PROVIDES SPADATS WITH covkPLaTE
ColState
Carolina
at
North
for
doubtpromise
of
INFORMATION ON ALL
real
pair
TRACKING
Showing
a
kets and ended the evening
LeMoyne is at Latie in JackWest Tennessee led all sec- rose to turn
KNOWN OBJECTS IN SPACE., AND
lege.
Smith son, Tenn. on Friday night of LeMoyne is James Sandridge, with 20 points.
tions with a total of seven ful games into wins.
MAINTAINS A CONTINUALLY UPDATED
touchdown this week.
high-scoring freshman from
Big Mark was Coach McUsing a full-court press from
players. Melrose had two play- caught only four
CATALOGUE OF SPACE %..EHICLES. IT ALSO
feaexcelteam
has
his
TennesHe
High.
at
Melrose
assistant
however,
goLendon's
Harpasses,
DETERMINES114E ORB/TS OF SPACE °SECTS
the opening gun, Coach
On the weekand before
named with one each from
AND KEEPS A SCHEDULE OFTHFIR POSITIONS
shington, Manassas, Lester, tured a strong running game. ing against Knoxville here lent movements and is devel- old Hunter's chargers, who are see State when the McLendonIN SPACE AT REGULAR INTERVALS.
Like Chaffin, Smith is a Tuesday night of this week, oping a powerful downcourt now 8-4, had doubled the score coached Swull Barnett and
ckson's Merry High and
SF'ACETR-ACK STATIONS
(32-16) with 9:50 still remain- the Whiz Kids won three
tfl
versatile player and is cur- the Magicians were sporting drive.
Paris' Central.
GATHER INFORMATION
basketball. a
record, Although hampered by a leg ing in the half.
straight NAIA cage crowns.
3-3 conference
FROM VISUAL OBSERvATION,
The all-star group consists rently starring in
linesman in thanks to their spectacular injury, Monroe Currin, the ace
Controlling both backboards, During this same period,
RADAR, DOPPLER DEVICES,
of six juniors and five seniors. The most feared
cen- victory last Friday night over from Halls, Tenn., was able to Hunter's netburners found the Coach Hunter was McLenAND LARGEAmEk,6THA
Usually, these squads are dom- this area was 240 pound
W WIAL
CLET5IDEP
PROV
TE
1LE
for
16
points
LeMoyne
up
pile
Lesof
was
Humphreys
house
of
packed
90
40
from
shots
When
with
range
A
Claude
coach.
ter
Tuskegee.
don's freshman
inated by seniors.
SIZE IMAGES OF SPACE TO A
was a on hand to see the LeMoyn- during the time he was in the
e field and hauled in /1 Hunter moved up to the Big
Oscar Reed of Washington ter. The 6'5" senior
DISTANCE OF ABOUT ioqa:o
enemy ites topple the invading Tigers, game. Paul Lowery and Roband Raymond Smith of Chat- constant visitor in
rebounds before the final a Iris- Blue's head coaching spot, Big
ert Hardaway gave good acwas the 83-78.
•
Mack assisted him for one seatie.
tanooga's Howard, who led backfields. Humphrey
4.
W11/6 NEN
good-natured
masterful display of counts of themselves as did PLAY THURSDAY
A
son before grabbing the cage
their respective squads to al- most vicious
ReU.S.
Marion
often control-ball was turned in by Vert ies Sails and
Offeer477:11‘;,ttirtLYRO#76,VON
The Big Blues have one mentorship for the Jaguars.
most identical records last fall, tackler in town, smiling
Capt. Robert Harnbric and the Brewer, a promising freshman game on the road against This Thursday will find Tenwere probably the state's most after jolting opponents.
Guard Percival of Jackson's LeMoyne charges in the wan- from Booker T. Washiniton
exciting performers.
Thorpe, ing minutes of the game with High.
Reed at 209 pounds finished Merry and tackle John
were
the regular season with 1,735 Jr. of Paris' Central
participation, led by suiti supon
yards rushing and his 272 car- other West Tennesseans
erstars as Will Chamberlain,
team.
ries will attest that he was the All-State dream
Bill Russell, Elgin Baylor and
the workhorse of the Memphis A DECISION NEAR
Oscar Robertson, now repreNashville,
and
In Memphis
co-champs' backfield. He also
sent, 30 per cent of the pay-;
decisions are
scored 14 touchdowns. Adding two important
ars on the nine teams in the'
future
near
the
.
in
to that phenomenal total in expected
NBA.
being
pressure
the
of
because
two post season games with
foland
press
the
by
exerted
Melrose and Greenwood, MisThere are 41 Negroes among Know Your Negro History
Memphis State
' sippi, Reed hiked his touch- lowers of the
in
Sonic 3.250,000 Negro !wiringn total to 19 and if the Tigers and their Nashville the 108 basketball players
A the national Basketball Ased to the Baptist denomination
so ashington statistics are ac- counterparts of Tennessee
I.
&
some
curate, he could claim
sociation this season, the in 1937.
The local sentiment is comkind of record for going over
January issue of Ebony magaMSU
whether
on
head
a
to
ing
mark.
yards
the 2,000 rushing
their zine reports in a roundup on
drop
will
officials
of
scores
by
sought
Reed,
and in basketball.
The Home of
collegiate recruiters, was just athletic segregation policy
Percentagewise, professional
conspicuously attired on the attempt to recruit two of the
after
gridiron as were his scintilat- nation's most sought
basketball has more Negro
ling broken field squirms. basketball players, currently players than any other play at
year
Reed was decked out in gold playing their final
for-day sport. It notes that
Lester.
sprayed shoes.
Brown, a converted half- It was reported by a daily would listen that lie had talk'60 CADILLAC
week that
back, was "Mr. Everything" columnist last
to Dr. C. C. Humphreys at
ed
Sedan. 2 to choose from.
for Coach George "Chubby" Richard Jones and Charles MSU and Jones and Paulk
60 CADILLAC
'
,
attendin
interested
are
Paulk
James' perennial tough Chatwere as good as delivered.
Flortwood. Sollri black.
was
it
but
State,
Memphis
ing
tanooga Howard team.
Jones droppad in 42 points to
'62 CADILLAC
The 17-year old junior quar- not known whether the ad- lead a late Lester charge.
Sedan, 2 to choose (rein
tender
to
cared
ministration
terback led his mates in total
White newspapers through'62 CADILLAC
6'7"
of
pair
to
the
scholarship
stories
offense of 1,734 yards. The
Coupe turquoise, white top.
out this area carried
5'9" triple threat showed his hoop stuffers.
'62 CADILLAC
to the effect that A & I head
to
last
losses
week
MSU's
Hunter,
with
scrap
a
worth here in
Sedan DeVille. Solid white.
cage mentor Harold
Students interested in obtaining admission to LeMoyne College
Melrose. Brown had two punts Rhode Island and Louisville would be job hunting because
'61 CADILLAC
administrathe
help
didn't
retram
in
be
2
•••twood,
passed
,
wouldn't
60
FI
yards,
over
to roll
his contract
in September of 1964 and securing any of the following
'63 CADILLAC
for one touchdown and ran a tion's waiting strategy. T h e newed after this season. A
Scrlan. 3 to elino.r, from.
kickoff back for another to latter tactics could cause the ludicrous cloud hovered as
school to let the two prime TSU continued to win with a
'63 CADILLAC
tie Melrose 13-13.
scholarships should take the examination at this time:
prospects slip from its grasps. 95-55 decision over MacMurConvertible, white, red leaiAFFIN. SMITH,
trim.
ther
Dewey Phillips, the former ray College last Friday night.
,MPHREYS
'61 PONTIAC
0th ends on the All-State rock-and-roll disc jockey, has NEGRO BANDS ARRIVE
Star Chief 4-dr. lofty.
been doing quite a bit of loose
Sepia college bands have
'63 CADILLAC
roaming lately. The colorful really come into their own this
Coupe, white, black and
• FULL-TUITION, FOUR-YEAR SCHOLARSHIPS.
Phillips found his way to the past football season. Thgea
white interior.
Lester gym last Saturday night aggregations played for three
AC
CADILL
'61
and cheered the Lions to a of t h e biggest professional
Sedan. 2 to choose from.
• FULL-TUITION, ONE-YEAR SCHOLARSHIPS.
103-39 win over Knoxville's football attractions.
'57 CADILLAC
Austin.
DeVille. extra nice.
Tennessee State performed
• FULL-TUITION ATHLETIC AWARDS.
Phillips, in his succinct before a large Wrigley Field
'61 CADILLAC
DPVille, 3 to choose
manner, assured whomever crowd during the halftime of
from.
the NFL Championship clash
• HALF-TUITION MUSIC AWARDS.
'59 CADILLAC
PHONE
PHONE
between Chicago and New
Sedan DeVille. Turquoise—
famed
321..
313M's
&
York. Florida A
nintchIng interior.
CAN YOU USE
• NATIONAL DEFENSE STUDENT LOANS
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'62 CADILLAC
perto
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a Nassau
top.
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(including tuition, fees, travel, room, board, etc.).
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Air Force

Pro Basketball
Is Completely
Integrated Now

Attention High School Seniors!

LeMoyne College
Entrance Examination

341 UNION
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Brownlee Hall
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NO This is
Not a Gimmick
0 DOWN,
$50'
Ride in
1
Hour 201

2348
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1957 Pontiac
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2 Dr.,

$795

R.H., Hydro-

58 Buick

GROUND FLOOR
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- WHERE i01KS 111(1 VOU
051
SERVICE"

1.7J
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R.H., Hydra•Matic

1955 Buick
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Dynoil ow

Olds.
1958 HI.,
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1956 Dodge.
1956 Buick
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56 Dodge
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4
Trans., R.H

1957 Ford
4
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$495
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BLUFF CITY
2343 BUICK 2348
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NEW
DODGES

Open Evenings "fil 9 P.M.

SOUTHERN

• TUITION SCHOLARSHIPS
ranging from $150.00 to $405.00

IIOTORS, INC.
(Entrance Examination Fee - $2.00)

341 Union-526-8207
or 527-9880

50,000
MILES Or 5-YEAR WARkANTY
ON EVERY NEW 1963 DODGE

DON'T NUTTIN1 BEAT

CHUCK HUTTON

'63 DODGE
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2-Dr. Sedan

$

WE WILL SELL 100 NEW CARS IN JANUARY AT SOME PRICE ... 300 TO CHOOSE FROM

010 LOOK! LOOK!
A BRAND NEW
1964 COMET
00
OF YOUR CHOICE
EQUIPPED THE
WAY YOU WANT IT!
DOWN DELIVERS

323.267

1.

FINANCING AVAILABLE

3. Bank Rats Financing
I. Positive Expense Controls
4. Plenty of Peeling
2. Low Overhead $ -ha-ban Location
5. Best Service Dept. In Town

LAMAR

SOUTH
¶23.2671

TO
LOW FINANCING,
36 MONTHS TO PAY

IN STOCK to choose from

1955 Pontiac
2 Dr., H. T., Hy draMotto

ur

Bay.
Grambling College played
before an appreciative San
Diego, California audience at
the intermission of the AFL
Championship match between
San Diego and Boston.

suic

R.H., Dyna•Flow.. .

1955 Olds.

CASH.
CITY FINANCE

WITH

Push-Button Heater, Electric IViaers, Threc..tinnal
Signal., Tersionaire Ride, Alternator, Anti-Freeze.

CHUCK HUTTON Co.
"43 YEARS WITH DODGE"
1170 Union • •

Open Evenings

•

BE 54143

36-MONTH FINANCING
SCHILLING
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Three Complete Basic
At Lackland Air Base

Man With Chimp
Kidneys Dies

LACKLAND AFB, Tex. - Air Force basic military trainThree Memphis, Tenn., men ing here and are being reashave completed United States signed to technical training
It. Tucker
G. Pugh
courses. .
Two of the men are going to
Keesler AFB, Miss., for technical training as radar operators.
They are Airman Raymond
Tucker, son of Mrs. Mildred
Sanford of 735 S. Dudley, who
attended Breisch High school,
Leland, Miss., and Airman
WASHINGTON - (UPI) NEW YORK -(UPI)- An Leslie R. Rogers, a 1960 gradu- The Supreme Court denied a
East-West All-Star baseball
ate of B. T. hearing to Edward C. St. Clair
game will be staged next June
Washington Hi of Buffalo, N. Y., who has
school, who at- been challenging a 1955 New
following the N.C.A.A. baseball
tended Arkan_ York State law making capital
championships in Omaha, Neb.,
sas AM & N improvements easier for six
it was announced by an
college at Pine harness racing corporations.
The brief order left standN.C.A.A. spokesman.
Bluff.
No definite date was set but
Remaining at ing state court opinions disLackland to at- missing his complaint for lack
it will be shortly after the
of standing to sue.
N.C.A.A. Tournament which is L. R. Rogers tend the course St. Clair
argued that this
for air policescheduled for June 8-12. The
men, is Airman George Pugh, plan constituted use of public
personnel of the all-star teams
funds for private purposes. He
will be picked from among son of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie sued as a taxpayer to make
the eight teams participating Pugh of 1300 Bruce St. He at- the tracks go back to the old
in the tournament.
tended Melrose High school. rate.

'64 East-West
Baseball Game
Set For June

THE ANNUAL HOLIDAY
The annual holiday celebration of the Harlem House employees was held at the City auditorium recently. The
buffet-dance was one of the season's successful events.
Seated on the first row, left-right, are, Mesdames Mildred
Walker, Georgia Redd, Mettle Dotson Mostella Johnson,
011ie Jackson and Willa Lenoir. Second row: Caesar
Augthry, Mrs. Florene Holtman, Mrs. Billye Barrett, Miss

Mary Greer, Mrs. Earnestine Miller, Mrs. Carolyn Cash
and Leonard Taylor. Third row: McKee Ocala, Herbert
King, Maurice Hulbert, Mrs. Lula Brown and Jesse Green.
The aboVe group consist of managers, supervisors and
commissary staff members, except Hulbert. Decorations
for the affair was done by Mrs. Green. - (Photo by
Ernest Withers.

Wilkins Issues Warning
To Democratic Leaders
NEW YORK -(UPI)- party labels."
The NAACP said the assas- "In this political year, let us
not forget that our cause has
sination of President Ken- friends in both political parties
nedy was the result of a and that Republican stalwarts
"crazy, senseless pattern of have worked for civil rights
as sincerely and as consistentviolence" which has been buildly as have our friends amongs
ing up against the civil rights the Democrats."
movement for more than 100 Wilkins said the N A A C-P
would push harder for voter
years,
NAACP Executive Secretary registration particularly in the
Roy Wilkins in his annual re- North, during the coming year.
port said the assassination He said the NAACP would
akened the American con- press for accelerated school descience but failed to spur congressional action toward passage of a rivil rights hill.
Wilkins said that the "cloud
of hatred" which has pervaded
the south-"so accepted as the
correct thing" - made Kennedy's assassin feel as though
he would be "more than halfprotected" against prosecution.
Wilkins warned that the na_
tion's Negroes might turn to
the Republican Party in November if the Democratic-domInated Congress did not push
through the civil rights bill.
Wilkins said that while President Johnson has given civil
rights top priority, "there is
every indication that the House
Rules Committee, under Chairman Howard Smith of Virginia,
may not finish action on this
bill seven full months after the
President (Kennedy) submitted
it."
"If Rep. Smith holds the bill
unduly long, it may be that the
Negro citizens of the country
will be forced to re-examine
their reasons for supporting
the (Democratic) party of
which Rep. Smith is an ornament." Wilkins said.
"They may decide to put the
matter on a party basis. If this
were done on any scale, some
governorships and some congressional seats might change

Reelects All
Officers For '64
All officers of the 48th Ward
Civic club were reelected during a regular meeting at Hamilton high school last Friday
night. The president, Frank R.
Kilpatrick was reelected for
the 11th consecutive, one-year
term.
Also reelected were:
Calvin Williams, first vice
president; William Mongar,
second vice president; Mrs.
Rufus Thomas, recording secretary; Robert Crawford, corresponding secretary; E. W.
Boykin, treasurer; Rev. Vasco
A. Smith, Sr., chaplain, and
George Lester, sergeant-atarms.

Memphian Gets
AF Promotion
GUNTER AFB, Ala. --- Staff
Sergeant Paul Tappin, Jr., if
Memphis, Tenn., is being reassigned to Greenville AFB,
Miss., following his graduation
from the United States Air
Force course for medical servtee technicians here.
Sergeant Tappin, son of
Mrs. Ervie L. Cummings of
1062 S. Bellevue, Memphis, received advanced training in
the technical and supervisory
skills connected with the immediate care and treatment of
patients.
The sergeant is a graduate
of B. T. Washington High
School. His wife is the former
Thelma Dillard.

Harness Track
Ruling Upheld
By High Court

NOTICE

NEWSBOYS

SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and st art the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME

NEED MONEY?

VOL

Solve Your Problems
With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan
BO Flat Monthly Payments
Approx.
Mo.
Payments
$ 12.90
$ 23.70
$ 34.50
‘5.50
S 56.20
$110.82

A
route,
knoc
Beale
and
alar
with

Be Wise! Choose

State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
'It's Better to
• Borrow At a Bank''

Mother's same

Address

NEW ORLEANS -(UPI) Jefferson Davis the 44-yearold dockworicer who received
two chimpanzee kidneys in
operation last November, di
of pneumonia.
Doctors at Tulane University
Medical School said the chimpanzee kidneys were stil operating at the time of his
death.
Davis died about 11 A. M.
Monday. His operation was performed Nov. 5 but not disclosed until several weeks later.
Davis was allowed to go
home br:efly shortly before
Christmas but was readmitted
to the hospital Dec. 20 suffering from a cold and chest infection.

Cash V.«
GetS 500.00
$1,000.00
51,500.00
$2,000.00
52,500.00
$5,000.00

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE

Number of papers wanted weekly_

Phone number......,.

Pu
after
th

segregation in both the North
Mailto: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
and the South and campaign
for more and better jobs tor
Negroes. Wilkins also ,;alled
upon Negroes to make discrimination in housing a prime
target for 1964.
He said that while "We shall
• • •
march and picket" when negotiation, legislation and court
battles fail, "we must not
straight-jacket our thinking or
ROY WILKINS
Help
our procedures."
1954 Ches. 210 powerglide. extra
2 TRANSISTORS RADIOS $4.
000 during 1963, bringing the clean.
Full or part time agents to sell houm$395.00 cash, after 5:30 pm.,
Meng automatic self opening pushWilkins said NAACP mem- total to more than half
hold appliance and fuiniture. Liberal
For Women or Men
a mil- please caii - GL 2.3273.
button acetate umbrellas, 53.00 ere,
commission with chance to own stock
denim
bership had increased by 100,- lion persons.
13/de
shop
31.25
aprons
ea..
Long
Willing to work 3 or 4 hr.. • day
In a growing concern. High school
2 TON CHEVY STEP.IN VAN. ALL playing
Phonograph

Classified

Autos For Sale

ALUMINUM
BODY.
WHEELS, CAPACITY
Excellent
condition.
175 3972

SHOP AT

SILVER'S 5 & 10
GET YOUR

JOHN F. KENNEDY
MEMORIAL ALBUM
ONLY sl" plus Tax
47 SO. MAIN ST.

Furn. For Sale

ONE BOOK CASE. BED, COMPLETE
mattress and spring, one dresser,
2 chest of drawers, one washing machine. One dinette pet, one sewing
machine, CALL BR 6-237C. 2152
Piedmont St.

STOP POLIO
110 oRo%

LAUNDRY MAT

6 room 2 bath house, or duplex. Same
a. new. G. I. appraised. 2530 Colbert.
Telephone 32440485

6 ROOM

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

Salary Guaranteed
$95.00 A Week
Call Mr. Hale
948-95611

Jesse Owens won the broad
jump championship at the llth
Olympiad in Berlin in August,
1936, with a leap of 26 feet 5
21-64 inches.

EPSTE
IN
162-164-166 BEALE

LOAN OFFICE

MONEY Ti LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
JA 6-1450

Special Services

NEWSBOYS
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
- •-

Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

T.V. SERVICE
also

Sewing
Machine &
Vacuum
Cleaners

WAGON
MUST BE A GO-HEWER

New
TO-State
Publishing
Company
236 South Wellington Street
Owen College Student desires to do
Typing In Home or will go to the
Office can 323-4892 Miss Altoria
Garner
HAVE EXCELLENT OPPORTUNIT
for qualified, Interested person who
desires to make 550 to $100 per week
during spare time. leo are Ihnit. For
further Information call 942-5639 Monday thru Friday 9 to 5 p.m.

Work Guaranteed
E I TERMS,
Arranged on Work
Over sI5"
FREE Pick Up
Delivery Day, Nite,
Sundays & Holidays
LEADER
SEWING
8. APPLIANCE CO.
1911 Madison Ave.

BARBERS WANTED
1745 Castalia, WH 8-9262.
Ask for Mr. Goffman.
RESOLVE TO work for good government In '54. Elect Oeorge Gilder to
Congress
Write Elect °rider Corn.
mItte, 221 Hickman Slits.. Memphis.

Houses For Sale

Seattle, Washington
Elegant English
Brick
home. Top
sone& prestige
district.
Four bedroom,.
:Vet! basement. Panoramic
view. Two fireplaces, double plumbing. Large, beautifully landscaped lot.
Lovely condition. Unusual View-recreation more, walled in
.ass, with
of
e trance. Ideal for entertaining
or stibtfle business use. Could accummoderate small group or two families 1..ease 5200, WI on attentrription.

EAst 3-6262
$6,000 handles
Lenore Hartley
1154 19th Ave. East. Phone

Ii 2.4361 or
274-11963
Houses For Sale

ATTENTION: A BETTER HOME FOR SALE
Looking for a better home. Ideal central location,
near
churches, schools, parks? See this 3 bedroom brick
home,
separate dining room, fenced yard, garage, In ideal
A-1
condition. Prompt possession if desired. FOR SALE
BY
OWNER. FHA, $400.00 down. Call BR 6-1585.

ATHAN'S

N

enter
men,
the .
side.

GUARATM-111A1
jobs. $354.55 wk. Far, advanced
Mallory Agency
Lynbrook, N. Y.

deliver see .en cep.rs weekly
scary plus commission

Houses For Sale

HOUSES FOR RENT

HOUSE FOR RENT

STATION

To

HOUSE

710 Madison 7 rooms and bath
$50.00 a month, apply 728
Madison. See Mr. E. Woodside

Salesmen
and
s3leswomen
wanted to sell retail advertisBookie Lends To City
ing in the Memphis mai het.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
DAGENHAM, England OR PARTIME AGENTS TO per cent contract
(UPI) - Bookie Mark Lane FUL/,
commission
sell household appliances and furniLent $201,600 to the Dagenham ture. Liberal commission with thane* on the dollar.
to own stocks In a crowing concern,
Town Council with the com- High school senior, or
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
graduates rap.ment, "This is one of the safest flatly solicited. 13 weeks course in 236 South Wellington Street
salesmanship offered free.
bets of my life."
Memphis. Term
Phone 398-7958
WANTED
NICE HOME rot RENT
MAN WITH CAR OR
3 LARGE ROOMS - HALF BATH
retired or settled couple. Near popular boa line. Stove FURNISHED.
BR 2.3237
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN HARING
550 to $100 during your spare time?
A Great opportunity awaits you for
limited time ooly. Call 942-5639 immediately for appointment and further Information Monday thru Friday. 9 to 5.

the
place
just

647-53 South Wellington St.
3 Room Frame, Duplexes
$32.00 per month
Call BR 2-2115

Earn 450.00 or more weekly in your
home. Write; Benjamin Hunter Box
1463. Chicago, Illinois 60807

SALESMEN WANTED

Check Cur Ads Daily

ALL

JANUARY 12
JANUARY 19

WANTED
2 Beauticians with followingn to
work in modern shop. Apply 300
East McLemore
Ph. 948-8689

Goodyear
1128 Union Avenue

CALLING

SABIN ORAL SUNDAY

mentor, or graduates. Especially solicited•
13 weeks course in salesmanship offered free.
PHONE 398-7956

Men needed for permanent position.
High school education required.

ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL

-Help wipe out polio in Memphis and Shelby County by taking 3 sugar
cubes on 3 Sundays, 5 weeks apart! On each cube is the new Sabin
Oral Vaccine! This vaccine is for everyone from 6 months to 106
years! Watch the paper for the clinic site nearest your home!
Yes, even tho you've had Salk, You should take Sabin.

535.00 - 565.00 weekly selling
Household needs.
Cosmetics and
Apply 300 East McLemore
9 A. M - 11 A M

SALESMEN WANTED

3108 N. Germantown Road north of
Highway 64 nr. Ellendale can be
shown by owner. Anytime. Mrs. George
Gibbs. Jr.

Dr.
count
occur

Houses For Sale

For Sale, Vicinity of Parkway and
McMillan. Profitable business. 3 double
load washers new. For further infor- Will on typing in my home or office.
mation call 948-9620.
323-4657

Help Wanted

For Sale Misc.

Know Your Negro History

MONDAYS & THURSDAYS III 9 P.M.

Wanted

records of Roy
DUO
BACK Charles, H
R. King, Duke Ellington.
$2,000 Lbs. Etta
James, Teddy Wilson. Erroll
Bold Garner.
Call
etc. 51 50 ea. We Pay Postage.
Write
for
illustrated
price
sheet:
AMERICAN NEGRO MAIL ORDER
CO. 3512 S. Michigan Blvd., Chicago
III. - 60653

Rans,
fice i

AdS

For Sale Misc.

ACRES FOR SALE

OPEN 9:30 TO 5:30

TRI-'
BOX
Ma •

LOAN UFFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SNOT GUNS •
LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 IL 171I REAL STREET JA 6-53001
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